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Love to Sew: Crazy Garlands & Bunting
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781844489992
Love to Sew: Crazy Garlands & Bunting
A modern take on traditional bunting and garlands,
these imaginative designs are easy to make,
packed full of fun, and provide an eye-catching
addition to any room in the house. Garlands and
bunting are popular adornments for the home and
all types of celebration. Here, Alistair Macdonald
has given these traditional decorations a
thoroughly modern twist and created 20 fun and
fabulous projects that will make an eye-catching
addition to any home or party. There are projects
that are perfect for kitchens, bathrooms and
childrens' bedrooms, as well as Christmas,
Halloween, Chinese New Year and summer parties.
Every one of them is packed full of fun and
designed to use a range of materials and fabrics in
unique and imaginative ways. Requiring just some
basic sewing skills and a great sense of humour,
you might choose to make a gorgeous string of 3D
hot-air balloons that are just perfect for a child's
bedroom, or if you'd prefer, a sensational sausage
string complete with felt bacon, eggs and
mushrooms and hanging teabags that is bound to
get your friends and family talking over the
breakfast table. There's no end to the author's
creativity, and every project in the book is
guaranteed to delight and inspire you. At the start
of the book there is guidance on materials, fabrics,
sewing equipment and basic techniques, and
templates are provided where these are needed.
This book is ideal for sewers of all abilities,
expecially those looking for new and fresh ideas.
• 20 fun and fabulous projects to excite and inspire
you
• Suitable for sewers of all abilities
• Includes clear step-by-step instructions,
templates, and guidance on materials, equipment
and techniques
Author: Alistair Macdonald
64 Pages

Price: € 10.50
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Mini Knitted Safari
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781844489916
Mini Knitted Safari
Learn to knit 27 fantastic animals for this charming
mini safari park, with simple knitting patterns and
clear step by step photographs of sewing up, stuffing
and embroidery. There's an arched gateway, safari
mat, four-by-four and camper van to complete the
scene. Ideal for knitters of all skill levels. Sachiyo Ishii
has created 27 delightful mini knitted creatures and a
safari mat, arched gateway, four-by-four and camper
van to complete the scene. It is easy to knit with one
basic pattern and sewing up guide for most of the
animals, and uses small amounts of readily available
yarn. There are clear, simple knitting patterns and
step by step photographs and instructions for all
other techniques such as sewing up, stuffing and
basic embroidery.
Author: Sachiyo Ishii
96 Pages

Price: € 12.25
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50 Ribbon Rosettes & Bows to Make
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782212003
50 Ribbon Rosettes & Bows to Make
This delightful collection of 50 decorative ribbon
projects—some classic, some whimsical, some
elegant—will prove irresistible for anyone with an
interest in craft. Among the world’s first decorative
items, ribbons were once reserved for the nobility,
but spread to the middle classes by the 1800s.
Braided, folded, and manipulated, ribbons were
not only used as embellishments on outfits and
hats, but also given alone as special gifts. In this
book you'll find 50 modern ways to “play” with
ribbon, with detailed instructions and stunning
photos, sure to inspire creativity for beginners to
advanced crafters. The book is organized into
three sections. First, you’ll learn the basics of
working with ribbon, along with an explanation of
different types of ribbon and the tools needed to
create a professional look. Then, choose from
among the many different types of ribbon projects:
Fashionista Flair, Timeless Toppers, and Flower
Power. In the final section, you’ll learn how to
combine different ribbon-crafting skills into
stunning “Over The Top” projects, such as large
layered hair bows, funky flip flops, sashes, and
ribbon flower arrangements.
• The projects are grouped into four main chapters:
a beautiful collection of hair accessories and
jewelry; some eye-catching gift wrapping ideas
and presentation boxes; a wide range of floral
designs; and a charming selection of projects
combining all of these ribbon-crafting skills
• Each design features written instructions
accompanied by clear step-by-step illustrations,
and absolutely no experience is necessary: the
reader will pick up all the expertise needed as they
progress through the book
Author: Deanna D. McCool
128 pages

Price: € 12.85
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Complete Machine Embroidery Manual
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782210993
Complete Machine Embroidery Manual
This book will get sewing machine users thinking
about machine embroidery, using ready-made
designs, in a whole new light. It provides everything
you need to know, from the types and formats of
embroidery design available, how to get them off the
internet and into your machine, how to stabilize
fabric, which threads and needles to use to get the
best results, and of course how to use these designs
creatively for beautiful results. It will also help you
make the most of the built-in embroidery stitches that
most sewing machines offer, but which are mostly
forgotten about! Also included is an invaluable quick
reference section, with expert advice on
troubleshooting some common problems, and a guide
to what to look for if you are thinking of buying one of
these fabulous machines.
• Get the most from your machine using inbuilt
stitches
• Great for all machine models
• Advice, techniques, ideas, and tips to get the best
embroidery from your sewing machine
Author: Elizabeth Keegan
128 Pages

Price: € 15.25
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Using Cutters on Cakes
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782210337
Using Cutters on Cakes
Cutters are a fun and easy way to create fabulous
cake decorations. Here, Sandra Monger shows you
how just a few basic cutters can be used to great
effect to make a huge range of decorated cakes, from
a stunning yet simple wedding cake to a magical fairy
castle cake. There are 13 gorgeous designs to choose
from in a variety of contemporary styles, each
accompanied by step-by-step instructions, a
comprehensive materials lists, and a fabulous
photograph of the finished cake. The book also
includes a useful guide to the various cake coverings
and edibles used, including handy recipes for making
your own; information on the materials and tools you
need; and a basic techniques section on how to cover
a cake, using different types of cutter, and creating a
textured finish. This is a must-have resource for
beginners as well as more accomplished sugarcrafters
looking for ideas and inspiration for decorating cakes
using cutters in fun and imaginative ways.
• 13 gorgeous designs in a range of styles to suit
every occasion
• Provides step-by-step guidance on the basic
techniques used, as well as information on materials,
tools and various types of cake covering
• A source of inspiration and ideas for beginners as
well as more experienced sugarcrafters
Author: Sandra Monger
80 pages

Price: € 11.75
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Beginner's Guide to Silk Ribbon Embroidery
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782211600
Beginner's Guide to Silk Ribbon Embroidery
Over one hundred step-by-step photographs show
how to create exquisite, delicately embroidered silk
ribbon flowers, using a surprisingly small number of
stitches. Learn how to create exquisite, delicately
embroidered silk ribbon flowers, including foxgloves,
roses, hydrangeas, delphiniums, primroses,
geraniums, irises, poppies... and much more. A small
selection of stitches are used to create a wide variety
of flowers. All the techniques are explained in detailed
step-by-step sequences.
• A best-selling, timeless classic redesigned for
modern embroiderers
• Suitable for beginners and more experienced
embroiderers
• Clear, step-by-step instruction and beautiful designs
Author: Ann Cox
48 Pages

Price: € 9.65
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A-Z of Stumpwork
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782211778
A-Z of Stumpwork
A comprehensive guide to this raised embroidery
technique, featuring all the stitches and techniques
the needleworker needs to know, with hints, tips, 400
clear step by step photographs and 20 beautiful
designs. With its beginnings in seventeenth century
England, stumpwork is today making a revival. Come
join us for an exciting journey into the world of raised
embroidery. There are over 400 clear step-by-step
photographs and instructions presented in five easy
to use sections and 20 stunning designs from around
the world. Each design is beautifully presented with
colour photography, easy to follow instructions and
full size pattern. There is expert advice on the
materials and tools you need to ensure success and
enjoyment, and tips and hints to help you perfect
your stitches and techniques.
• Comprehensive guide to stumpwork
• Full of hints and tips covering all the embroiderer
needs to know
• Over 400 step by step photographs and 20 stunning
designs
• Revamped design of a book that has sold well over
many years
Author: Country Bumpkin
128 Pages

Price: € 14.70
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Celebrate the Seasons
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781617450389
Celebrate the Seasons
4 Holiday Quilts • Easy Fusible Appliqué Quilters will
savor the beauty of spring, summer, autumn, and
winter with holiday lap quilts worthy to display on the
walls. This festive pattern collection was created by
popular designer Cherry Guidry of Cherry Blossoms.
Appliqué artists will work their way through four
elegant yet whimsical projects over the course of the
year, as they look forward to Easter, Fourth of July,
Thanksgiving, and Christmas. Each pattern shares the
same background block layout and features a unique
holiday scene. Using the full-size patterns and a
paper-backed fusible, raw-edge appliqué is easier
than ever. With fresh colors and appliqué motifs
tailored to the seasons, this pattern collection will
keep you inspired all year long!
• A quilt for every season! Festive pattern collection
with colorful designs
• Spring, summer, autumn, and winter projects from
one distinctive layout
• Small-scale quilts for the busy holiday seasons
Author: Cherry Guidry
16 Pages

Price: € 13.50
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Fabulous Pompoms
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782212010
Fabulous Pompoms
This fun book shows readers how to make 20
fantastic, fun pompoms for all kinds of celebrations
and other occasions, such as birthday gift toppers,
cute yellow chicks, an Easter bunny and a fun tote
bag. Add a touch of pompom magic to all your
celebrations with this fun little book by Alistair
Macdonald. Take the humble pompom and
transform it into a wonderful array of decorations,
including fun little Springtime chicks, a Christmas
pompom garland, a Happy Halloween pumpkin and
gorgeous gift toppers, as well as a chirpy
Christmas robin to hang from your tree! Pompoms
are quick and easy to make, and all the designs
can be made either with a Pompom Maker, or in
the traditional way using cardboard templates.
These are quick and easy projects for adults of all
abilities as well as for children, and are a great way
of using up scraps of yarn and fabric oddments.
And with 20 to choose from, there's something for
everyone in this fabulous little book.
• 20 fabulous designs
• Easy-to-master techniques
• Ideal for using up scraps of yarn
Author: Alistair Macdonald
48 Pages

Price: € 6.75
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Mini Knitted Woodland
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC- 9781782210689
Mini Knitted Woodland
Sachiyo Ishii has designed 28 delightful mini
knitted creatures along with a woodland mat,
mushrooms, trees, treestumps and a gnome with a
toadstool house to complete this charming, fun
knitted woodland scene. Knitters of all skill levels
will love to make this charming, fun mini woodland
scene. The animals only require small amounts of
readily available yarn. They are easy to knit, and
follow one of two basic sewing-up techniques, both
of which are clearly shown using step-by-step
photography. There are clear, simple knitting
patterns and step-by-step photographs and
instructions for all the other techniques, including
the stuffing methods and the embroidery needed
for the features and details. Simple crochet
instructions are given as well, for optional crochet
elements within the book, such as treestumps and
ponds for the forest floor.
• Easy and fun to knit, sew up and embroider
• Uses readily available tools and materials, and
small amounts of yarn
• Creates a fun and charming scene that knitters
will want to make as a toy or gift
• Clear, simple knitting patterns
• Step-by-step photographs for all other
techniques, including some simple crochet stitches
Author: Sachiyo Ishii
96 Pages

Price: € 11.95
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Tiny Toys to Knit by Sachiyo Ishii
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782212522
This gorgeous little knitting book by a very popular
author contains irresistibly cute toys for knitters of all
abilities.
All of the projects are accompanied by a clear, easyto-follow pattern and fun photography. There also will
be a page of basic techniques at the start of the book,
including making up, stuffing and some simple
surface stitching.
They are perfect for using up scraps of yarn and will
delight children and adults alike.
- 20 lovely, quirky designs
- Clear step-by-step instruction
- Quick and easy to make.
48 pages, in english.

Price: € 6.70
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Modern Roots
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781617452031
Discover the antique roots of modern quilting as
you take a peek inside Bill Volckenings stunning
quilt collection (from the 1840s to 1970s).
Patterned for the first time with full instructions, 12
antique and vintage projects invite you to remake
them in your own style with modern techniques,
rotary cutting tools, and templates. Learn to
appreciate the handwork and character of
yesterdays quilts from an expert. Bill Volckening
has collected and studied quilts for more than 25
years, and his collection has been exhibited and
published worldwide.
Author: Bill Volckening
128 Pages in English

Price: € 24.50
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Modern One Block Quilts
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781607057239
From wall hangings to queen-sized blankets,
sewists of all skill levels will be inspired to create
something new by manipulating this one simple
block pattern with interesting fabrics, unusual
shapes, and expressive lines.
- One-block quilts are beginner-friendly, with fast,
easy piecing and endless design options by
changing up fabric choice
- Great value: 22 quilts in 3 sizes each (baby, twin,
and queen) 66 quilt possibilities in all!
- Graphic designs are perfect for use in home decor
Author: Natalia Bonner & Kathleen Whiting
128 Pages in English

Price: € 20.50
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100 Little Christmas Gifts to Make
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782214045
The book is excellent value, containing 100
projects from some of Search Press best-selling
authors. The projects cover a wide variety of crafts
from including papercraft, sewing, knitting,
crochet, sugarcraft, felt decorations, jewellery
making, cross stitch, mosaic making, decoupage,
polymer clay decorations and needlepoint. All
projects are simple enough for experienced
beginners and will also appeal to seasoned
crafters.
240 Pages in English

Price: € 19.10
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Tangle Magic
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782214632
Jessica Palmer, illustrator and papercutter, has
created 75 pages of enchanting hand-drawn
pictures for you to colour and lose yourself in. The
images all have a magical theme, and each one
includes a hidden charm intricately worked into the
design for readers to discover and colour in. The
book will include designs that fit on a single page
as well as those that extend across a double-page
spread.
Author: Jessica Palmer
80 Pages in English

Price: € 13.70
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Doily Afghans
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781590127841
5 doilies turned into throws!
By adding a stitch here and a stitch there and
using yarn instead of thread, this book includes 5
beautiful doily designs which have been turned
into throws. All are made using Deborah Norville
Everyday Soft worsted-weight yarn. Skill level: easy
to intermediate.
24 pages, in english.

Price: € 9.90
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Charm School - 18 Quilts from 5" Squares
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781617452710
Beginner-friendly quilts for all! Piece 18 charming
projects from 5" x 5" precut squares.
Mind your ps and qs precuts and quilt blocks, that
is! Popular designer Vanessa Goertzen puts charm
squares to the test with 18 projects using precut
5"× 5" squares. Start with fresh, simple blocks and
build your skills to sew versatile snowballs, stars,
flying geese, and more. Using precuts from your
stash or cutting your own charms from scraps or
yardage, youll learn tips to take the guesswork out
of piecing. Quilters of all types will fall in love with
these quick, clever, and clean designs!
Author Vanessa Goertzen
128 pages in English.

Price: € 23.35
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Field Guide to Knitted Birds
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782215394
Over 40 knitted birds to liven-up your roost, from
typical garden birds to birds-of-paradise.
Let Arne & Carlos guide you on a journey into the
colourful and imaginative bird kingdom! Inspired
by nature both at home and abroad, from their
garden in Tonsåsen comes the characteristic
bullfinch, chickadee and wagtail, to name a few but
the fun doesn't stop there. Knit cold weather birds
with Norwegian traditional patterns, and keep
them warm with bird-sized wool caps and scarves
make brilliant birds-of-paradise decorated with
embroidery, sequins, and feathers or spread your
wings a little further with birds featuring vintage
Mexican embroidery motifs. These delightful birds
can be used as decorations year-round, but they
may tend to migrate towards the Christmas tree
when the time approaches. With clear instructions,
helpful diagrams and full-colour photographs, its
time for every knitters imagination to take flight.
176 Pages

Price: € 18.50
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Christmas Cross Stitch
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782215097
Twenty unique designs, each with a charming,
festive theme.
Create twenty unique and whimsical Christmas
cross-stitch designs with this latest addition to the
Twenty to Make series. Emulate Michael Powell's
distinctive cross-stitch style to make Christmas
cards or samplers as special gifts for friends and
family. Designs range from festive candle
arrangements to vintage winter street scenes, and
each design is accompanied by an easy-to-follow
stitching guide.
48 pages

Price: € 9.85
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Mini Cross Stitch
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781844486571
Join Michael Powell in his quirky world of cross
stitch in this book. Stitch twenty gorgeous designs
in Michael's distinctive and popular style, ranging
from colourful daisies and bright hearts to mini
landscapes. These tiny cross stitch pieces are
perfect for framing as they are, or you can use
them on greetings cards, as bookmarks or as the
centrepiece of a cushion or handbag. A great
source of fun, mini cross stitch designs covering a
range of subjects.
Michael Powell provides twenty mini cross stitch
designs, each accompanied by a full-colour chart,
key and general instructions. Each of Michael's
unique, quirky contemporary designs measures
approximately 3½ x 3½in (9 x 9cm), though the
designs come in a variety of formats and include
tall, narrow designs as well as borders. All the
designs can be worked on 14-count Aida or
evenweave fabric. There's a broad range of
subjects to choose from, including country
cottages, flowers, hearts, and festive Christmas
trees, so whatever the occasion, there is bound to
be a design that suits it perfectly. There are
general instructions and simple stitch diagrams at
the beginning of the book, so even those new to
cross stitch will be able to accomplish all of the
projects, as well as notes on fabric preparation and
washing instructions.
20 mini cross stitch designs Unique, quirky,
contemporary designs A broad range of subjects
suitable for all occasions
48 Pages

Price: € 5.75
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A-Z of Quilting
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782211648
A cohesive guide to quilting for beginners or
established quilters, with clear step-by-step
instructions.
A comprehensive guide to many of the techniques,
tools and tricks involved in creating beautiful
quilting projects for any occasion. Clear,
photographic step-by-step guides describe how to
prepare a template, how to bead or embellish, all
the way through to the final binding stages. Part of
the prolific Search Press Classics A-Z of
Needlecraft series.
Author: Country Bumpkin
128 Pages

Price: € 15.00
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Knitted Baby Mitts
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782212393
Twenty to Make: Knitted Baby Mitts
Nothing is more adorable than a tiny pair of
mittens for a new baby and now you can knit your
own for family and friends with these irresistible
designs. Inside are 20 patterns in a range of
colours and styles for boys and girls, from
traditional stripes and cables to whimsical rabbits,
frogs and ladybirds. Each design can be knitted in
three different sizes suitable for 0-3, 3-6 and 6-12
month-old babies, with the option of including
thumbs in the largest size. The patterns use small
amounts of either baby- or fingering-weight yarn,
and knit up quickly and easily using the clear, stepby-step instructions and full-colour charts provided.
Each project comes with a list of the yarns and
needles required and a stunning, full-colour
photograph of the finished mittens, providing
everything you need to create these gorgeous
handmade gifts for babies.
48 Pages

Price: € 7.50
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Crocheted Baby Shoes
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782214076
Twenty to Make: Crocheted Baby Shoes
Looking for a unique baby gift? Here are twenty
gorgeous shoes, booties and pumps to crochet in a
range of colours and styles, for both boys and girls.
Choose from red strawberry-style shoes with
flowery toes, smiley car shoes, Christmas booties
and even shoes shaped like frogs! Each pair of
shoes requires relatively small quantities of yarn
and can be crocheted quickly, easily, and on the go
using the clear instructions provided. Each project
is accompanied by lists of the materials and
equipment required and inspiring photographs. As
all babies are different, sizes and age suggestions
are given for each project, from birth to twelve
months, but general advice is also given at the
beginning of the book on how to increase or
decrease the size of the projects.
48 Pages

Price: € 7.50
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Sew Advent Calendars
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782214885
Count down to Christmas with Debbie Shore. Sew
unique, personalised advent calendars for your
loved ones, and fill them with their favourite
festive treats and handpicked goodies that theyll
really treasure. There are 20 designs included,
from traditional flat-pocket calendars to hanging
cones and festive pouches, for both adults and
children alike, along with a treat-filled calendar for
the family dog! The book contains all the
techniques needed to make the calendars, and
every project is shown clearly step-by-step, with
helpful tips and advice throughout. Using Debbies
friendly and easy-to-follow instructions, its time to
get crafty and create a new festive family
tradition!
Author: Debbie Shore
96 pages

Price: € 12.00
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Mini Felt Christmas
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782214977
Making your own decorations in the run-up to
Christmas has never been more popular! In this
delightful book, well-known crafter Sachiyo Ishii
shows you how to make fabulously cute and quirky
felt ornaments to adorn your home during the
festive season. Ready-made felt is easy to come by
and a joy to work with, and with 30 easy-to-make
projects to choose from, the most difficult part will
be deciding which to make! Choose from a host of
tree decorations, from traditional baubles to fun
penguins and a snowman; as well as larger
projects that include Santa Claus complete with
sleigh and reindeer; a yule log with little mini
bakers; a stunning gingerbread house that looks
good enough to eat; a felt holly wreath; and the
complete Christmas Story. All the techniques and
stitches you need are explained carefully through
clear, step-by-step photographs at the beginning of
the book, and all the templates are provided at the
back. This wonderful book is a feast of ideas and
inspiration for a creative Christmas.
Author: Sachiyo Ishii
128 pages

Price: € 13.00
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Gradient Knits
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782215691
Intrigued by the stunning gradient yarns out there
but unsure of what to knit with them? Perhaps you
struggle with colour? Dive right in and knit with
these eye-catching yarns with 10 unique lessons
teaching skills such as cabling, lace, alternating
stripes, thrums, stranded colourwork, mosaic,
intarsia, short rows and simple knit and purl
combinations all using gradient yarns. Build up
your skills with patterns for garments and
accessories from designers around the world.
Gradients are a perfect way to add a unique
dimension to your work. Go from light to dark, mix
things up, work with multiple colourways or knit
your way through the rainbow! With countless
options available, the possibilities are as endless as
what your imagination can create!
This book offers a blend of beginner through to
advanced projects, allowing the knitter to build
their skills with each project.
Author: Tanis Gray
144 Pages

Price: € 15.00
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How to Quilt and Patchwork
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781911216667
Find all the information you need to know on
different types of fabrics and the best ways to use
them in your patchworks. Upcycle fabrics from old
clothes or trawl thrift stores for vintage finds and
then transform them into practical and beautiful
home accessories. Our expert contributors show
you how to make bags, cushions throws and more
in 15 projects ranging from basic patchworks
through to more advanced quilting projects.
Packed with useful hints and tips throughout for a
solid introduction to all things patchwork. And with
an inspirational introduction to the art of quiltmaking, we guarantee you will be itching to get
started!
Author Mollie Makes
160 pages, in english.

Price: € 12.00
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The Textile Artist: The Art of Felting & Silk Ribbon
Embroidery
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782214427
Internationally renowned ribbon artist, Di van
Niekerk, has brought the textile and embroidery
worlds together to create a unique book that
combines the two mediums, with fabulous results.
Working in close association with felt specialist
Toody Cassidy, and featuring art by felt designer
Razaan Jakoet, Di has produced a book that will
delight and inspire beginners keen to work with the
striking fusion of felt and silk.
Learn to make flat nuno felting and felt surfaces,
using wool, wool and silk and paper silk, and adorn
these with exquisite silk ribbon designs. Beginning
with detailed instructions on the felted
backgrounds, followed by a step-by-step section on
how to make the flowers and creatures in silk, the
book then introduces readers to 16 stunning
projects, from pieces to hang in your home through
to accessories you can wear and keep, to practice
and apply your newfound embroidery skills. The
following flowers and creatures appear in the
designs: nasturtiums, wild dagga, cosmos, pansies,
English roses, miniature roses, marguerite and
meadow daisies and grasses, wild flowers
(buttercups, lavender, poppies, grasses) fuchsias,
daffodils, wisteria, filler flowers (forget-me-nots
and foliage), sunbird and sparrow. The stitch
gallery includes spider web roses, ribbon stitch,
pistil stitch, ribbon stitch with curled-up tip,
detached chain stitch, fly stitch rose, fly and ribbon
stitch rose, French knots, grab stitch, loop stitch,
stab stitch, stem stitch rose, twisted straight stitch,
blanket/buttonhole stitch, crochet filling stitch,
detached buttonhole, and many more.
Authors: Di Van Niekerk & Toody Cassidy
160 Pages

Price: € 21.00
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Crocheted Flowers to Wear
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782214335
Twenty to Make: Crocheted Flowers to Wear
This lovely book provides 20 contemporary, stylish
designs for crocheted corsages large, eye-catching
floral designs that can be worn in different ways:
as a brooch, buttonhole, on your wrist, shoes, bag
or belt, for example. The flowers are made in a
variety of sizes and styles, with different types of
flower, all worked in various colours, yarns and
crochet stitches. Some feature added
embellishments such as buttons and beads.
Some of the flowers are based on real ones, such
as the pansy, lily and hydrangea, while others,
such as spectrum, roux and rainbow are fantasy
flowers designed by Anna. There is more variety in
that some of the flowers are quite flat, while others
are distinctly 3-D, giving them added appeal. The
patterns are easy to follow and there is a beautiful
photograph of each one, suggesting ways of
wearing them.
Author: Anna Nikipirowicz
48 Pages

Price: € 7.50
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350 Knitting Tips, Techniques & Trade Secrets
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782215998
Give a stylish finish to your knitted garments and
accessories with this must-have compendium of
knitting know-how. This updated edition of the
hugely successful 'Compendium of Knitting
Techniques' now contains over 350 tips,
techniques and trade secrets, all clearly explained
with step-by-step instructions, photographs and
diagrams. Discover how to read patterns and
charts; choose colours and yarns; mix and match
stitch patterns and deal with tension variations;
and adapt designs for the perfect fit. All stitches
are clearly demonstrated, from stocking and
ribbing to lace, Fair Isle, cables and intarsia work.
All the techniques you need are explained, in the
order you need them, from casting on and joining
in yarns to adding buttonholes, pockets and
embellishments. 'Try it' and 'fix it' panels suggest
ways of practising and developing new skills and
avoiding or correcting common knitting errors.
This is the essential go-to knitting guide that you
will turn to again and again.
Author: Betty Barnden
160 Pages

Price: € 16.50
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The Embroidery Stitch Bible
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC- 9781782216025
Over 200 essential stitches for embroidery in a
new and up-to-date edition of the original and
immensely successful stitch bible, by bestselling
author and needlework designer Betty Barnden.
Trends in embroidery styles come and go, but the
basic stitches and techniques remain the same. In
this essential directory, hand sewers will have a
collection of over 200 stitches at their fingertips
from basic chain worked into fabric through to
Florentine work on a canvas. Each one is explained
with written step-by-step instructions and how-to
techniques to get you started, and are
accompanied by clear artwork and a photo of the
finished stitch. Follow the diagrams and
instructions in this beautifully illustrated and jampacked book to discover the wonderful variety of
effects that can be created with just a needle and
thread, and discover or rediscover the sensuous,
tactile, wearable art of embroidery br> Author:
Betty Barnden
256 pages

Price: € 16.00
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Floral Abundance Quilt
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781617456596
Craving more gorgeous appliqué from awardwinning author Deborah Kemball? This pattern
pack includes complete instructions and full-size
pattern sheets for a floral quilt (52" x 52"/132cm x
132cm), in two colourways, plus instructions to
turn any of the 9 blocks into a sophisticated
cushion. Stitch the 24 motifs using needleturn
appliqué, then embellish with embroidery stitches.
Simpler than they appear, these detailed projects
are a joy to create.
Author: Deborah Kemball
24 Pages

Price: € 19.50
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Add One Stitch Knitting
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782215707
In a world driven by technology and never-ending
to-do lists, knitting is a quiet oasis that makes you
slow down and just relax for a while; the simple,
repetitive dance of knitting needles, and the
feeling of beautiful fibre running through your
fingers, is the practical and gentle way of finally
attaining that perfect moment of tranquillity. In this
book, take your first steps into the peaceful and
fascinating world of knitting. Starting with just the
two basic knitting stitches knit and purl build your
repertoire up to the 15 essential stitches you need
by combining these two essential knitting building
blocks to create more complex stitches such as
moss, waddle, rib, seed and more. Each stitch
technique is clearly explained and broken down
into steps, as well as accompanied by photos and a
handy swatch to show you what the finished piece
should look like. Finally, with every new stitch, you
are given the opportunity to practise your newfound knitting knowledge with a simple, beautiful
modern project to knit at your leisure. Stitch-bystitch and project-by-project, build up your knitting
skills today in this novel guide that will help and
inspire those returning to knitting as well as
beginners.
Author: Alina Schneider
128 Pages

Price: € 15.00
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1000 Mini Cross Stitch Motifs
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782215868
This fantastic resource and reference book for
cross stitchers contains 1000 mini motifs for all
occasions. Previously published as a paperback,
this edition is in a larger format and with a flexible,
lie-flat binding, making the charts even easier to
read and use. The book includes all of the designs
that made the previous edition so popular and is
brimming over with ideas and inspiration for mini
projects, gifts and samplers. It offers a wonderful
selection of charming mix-and-match motifs,
borders and images covering a huge range of
subjects, including flowers, animals, teatime treats,
travel, little people, houses and much more, all
grouped into popular themes including weddings,
birthdays, Christmas and Easter. A helpful
introduction provides useful advice on materials
and techniques, and worked examples show how
the motifs can be used on samplers, greetings
cards and other items. Mini motifs are quick and
easy to stitch, so beginners have all they need
within these pages to create a special gift for their
friends and loved ones, and more experienced
stitchers will find this treasure trove of ideas an
invaluable source of inspiration. br> Author:
Sharon Welch
256 pages

Price: € 15.00
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Mini Knitted Farmyard
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782215387
More than 40 fun, simple knitting patterns for cute
and cuddly farmyard animals and people!
This gorgeous book brings you more than 40
irresistible mini knits for knitters of all abilities. The
fun, simple knitting patterns include a whole range
of cute little farmyard animals, as well as fields for
them to live in, a barn to shelter in, and some
farmers to look after them with their own country
cottage!
Choose from all your farmyard favourites such as
cows, sheep, pigs, donkeys and horses along with
chickens, ducks, pheasants and crows. Many of the
patterns require only small amounts of readily
available yarn, so they are ideal for using up scraps
from your stash. The book also contains a useful
techniques section, with step-by-step instructions
on stuffing and sewing up, creating tails and
manes, and the embroidery stitches needed to
create the facial features and details.
With a handy foldout template sheet stored in the
back of the book, this is all you need to make your
very own knitted farmyard.
Author: Sachiyo Ishii
112 Pages

Price: € 12.50
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Felt Wonderland
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782215110
Transform sumptuous wool fibres into 12 gorgeous
felt items using easy-to-learn techniques
Step into wonderland with Lisa Marie Olson and
learn how to transform sumptuous wool fibres into
beautiful felt items. Handmade felt is irresistibly
soft and lovely to work with, and before you know
it youll be caught up in the magic of this gorgeous
material and making beautiful, tactile gifts for you
and your loved ones.
The clear, step-by-step photographs and
instructions will teach you the art of wet felting,
from basic flat-felting techniques through to using
a resist and working around a 3D mould.
There are 12 gorgeous projects, ranging from
decorative teacups, a teapot and a tea light holder
to more practical pieces such as a pretty handbag,
a lampshade and cosy slippers all inspired by Lisas
love of fairy tales and fantasy stories, including
Alice in Wonderland. You can embellish these
lovely felted items in many different ways and
create your own fabulous works of art. She also
includes other techniques such as needle felting,
hand stitching, embroidery and applique to further
embellish the projects. The projects can be
followed exactly, but also provide you with the
inspiration to let your creativity loose and
customize them to your own style.
There are also full-size templates provided on a
separate, foldout sheet.
Author: Lisa Marie Olson
96 pages

Price: € 12.50
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Sew Baby
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782214595
Sew 20 fun play items and must-have practical
projects for babies, mums and dads
Bring up baby in style with this inspirational new
book from Debbie Shore.
Bursting with 20 gorgeous projects for babies,
mums and dads, this book contains a mix of fun
play items and must-have practical projects. The
book contains everyday necessaries, such as bibs,
burp cloths, a hooded towel, a portable high chair,
a baby nest and nursery storage, as well as items
to stimulate baby: a balloon mobile, a play mat
and a quiet cube. These gorgeous, practical items
are an absolute must-have for new parents, or for
friends or family looking to make a perfect,
memorable baby gift. The book contains Debbies
easy-to-follow instructions and clear photography;
all the templates required are included, and the
book also contains 7 QR-code video links, in which
Debbie demonstrates some key techniques from
the book. Author: Debbie Shore
96 pages

Price: € 12.50
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Love to Sew: Lagom-Style Accessories
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782216070
20 quietly beautiful Scandi-inspired projects to sew
for a more balanced life
Get that just right balance into your home and life
with the 20 fresh Scandinavian-inspired designs in
this book.
Lagom är bäst, or the right amount is best a
Swedish philosophy that fosters the concept of
living a simpler and more balanced life. In this
book, author and blogger Debbie von GrablerCrozier shows you how to embrace the ethos of
Lagom by teaching you how to sew 20 beautiful
accessories for your home that combine Scandi
style with simple and practical design.
Inside, discover quietly stunning items such as a
cushion, doorstop, a quilted throw, bunting and a
wall hanging, as well as a bag and soft, felt
Swedish house shoes; all of which are perfect for
transforming your home into a Lagom-inspired
retreat away from the bustle of everyday life. Each
design is made using natural materials such as
cotton, linen and wool felt, but can easily be
created using spare material and scraps in the
house. In addition, full-size templates are also
provided on a fold-out sheet at the back of the
book in a safe little pocket.
With step-by-step instructions and gorgeous
photographs accompanying every project, and
essential sewing techniques clearly laid out at the
beginning of Debbie's book, your path to a
healthier, relaxing lifestyle has never been easier.
Author: Debbie von Grabler-Crozier
80 pages

Price: € 10.00
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Quilted Throws, Bags & Accessories
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782216292
28 designs for quilts, bags, pouches, table runners,
pillows and more, inspired by traditional quilting
techniques
Inspired by traditional quilting techniques,
including patchwork, English paper piecing and
appliqué, master quilter Sanae Kono has created a
charming collection of bags, quilts and accessories
to make for you and your home, and to give as
charming gifts for your friends and family.
Inside youll find all your favourite quilting motifs
squares, log cabins, hexagons, diamonds and
spools plus exciting new techniques such as
broderie perse, a style of Persian appliqué which
utilises fussy cut print fabric elements.
Designs are included for 28 different quilts, bags,
pouches, table runners, pillows and more, and
each section includes a step-by-step colour photo
tutorial with special tips and tricks from the author.
Even veteran quilters are sure to learn something
new!
These beautifully constructed bags and quilts are
sure to appeal to both classic and modern quilters.
Author: Sanae Kono
144 Pages

Price: € 18.50
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The Textile Artist: Small Art Quilts
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782214502
Containing a wealth of inspiration for any textile
artist, Small Art Quilts shows you how to create
gorgeous, textured pieces of textile art. Using
colour and an intriguing mix of surface techniques,
layers, piecing and simple stitching, Deborah
O'Hare's beautiful small art quilts capture the
magic of her themes and subjects. In her unusual,
whimsical interpretations of nature and the
landscape, she builds up torn and cut layers of
coloured cloth with stitch to create beautiful works
of textile art. With her fresh, innovative approach,
Deborah provides inspiration and step-by-step
instruction on all the techniques she uses and
shows the reader how to create moonlit scenes,
seas, flowers, meadows, mountains, moors,
animals and birds. From an original idea through to
finishing and embellishing this book will offer a rich
source of ideas for experienced art quilters as well
as those setting out on their creative journey who
are inspired to start small.
Author: Deborah O'Hare
144 Pages

Price: € 22.50
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Cuddly Animals to Crochet
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782215776
28 cute and cuddly amigurumi animals to crochet
in sumptuously soft merino or cotton yarns. This
charming book contains a whole range of
wonderfully cute animal creations for you to
crochet! With clear, straightforward patterns to
follow and fun photography, you will want to make
every one of the 28 different animals there are to
choose from. Crocheted in beautifully soft merino
and organic cotton yarns, these super-cuddly
creatures will make great toys for children or
grandchildren to play with and cuddle. Chapters
focus on forest and farm animals, those from
Africa, Asia, Australia and South America, and sea
and pond creatures, and there is also a short
techniques section at the beginning of the book
explaining all the stitches used in the projects.
Choose from Emily the Sheep, Victor the Ostrich,
Timmy the Tiger, Jimmy the Koala, Paul the Sloth,
Charlie the Sea Turtle and many more - there is
sure to be a favourite for your special youngster.
Author: Lucia Förthmann
144 pages

Price: € 16.00
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Twenty to Knit: Tiny Christmas Toys to Knit
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782215363
We all love Christmas! This gorgeous little knitting
book by the ever-popular Sachiyo Ishii contains
irresistibly cute knitted Christmas toys for knitters
of all abilities. All the projects are accompanied by
a clear, easy-to-follow pattern and fun
photography. There is a useful page of basic
techniques at the start of the book, including
making up, stuffing and simple, decorative surface
stitching. These lovely mini knits range from a
polar bear, angel, penguin and robin to a
Christmas pudding, bauble, snowman and Santa
with his sack and many more cute and quirky
Christmas ideas, all bursting with character. All the
projects are beautifully made and exquisitely
designed, and very easy to make. They make
perfect gifts and will delight young and old alike.
Author: Sachiyo Ishii
48 pages, in english.

Price: € 7.50
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Sewing Lampshades
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782214496
Learn to sew your own stunning lampshades using
this comprehensive step-by-step guide from the
founder of the Traditional Upholstery School,
Joanna Heptinstall. The book contains 18 fully
illustrated step-by-step projects, featuring tailored,
pleated, faux-pleated and loose-cover designs.
Each technique is covered in detail, from
measuring your fabric, choosing a frame shape,
calculating your seams, creating a shade, adding
trims and choosing a stand. The projects require
few specialist tools, can be easily customised to
suit your home decor, and cover a range of styles,
sizes and fabrics. The book is bursting with
inspirational images, along with tips and tricks of
the trade that Joanna has acquired over her
successful career in upholstery.
Author: Joanna Heptinstall
160 pages

Price: € 18.50
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Metalwork Jewelry
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782496533
Craft your way to a steampunk look with these 35
stunning metalwork designs for necklaces, rings,
earrings and more. Linda Peterson shows you how
to create gorgeous jewellery using items
commonly found in your home, such as nuts and
bolts, watch parts, beads and old keys. Each
project has clear step-by-step photography, and
there's a comprehensive techniques section and
tips to teach you all you need to know about
working with metal. You'll learn the basics of
metalwork, using brass, copper and silver, as well
as how to add finishes, such as polishing and
adding a patina to give an aged effect. You'll never
need to buy jewellery again!
Author: Linda Peterson
128 pages, in english.

Price: € 18.00
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Pompom Noël
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782217060
Over 30 merry pompom designs inside to decorate
your home, adorn your gifts and give as presents
to loved ones on the special day
Enter a wonderland of fluffy festive fun, filled with
the magic of pompoms! Pompoms are easy to
make, have oodles of charm and will appeal to
young and old alike.
33 lovely projects to decorate your merry home,
adorn your gifts and give as presents to loved ones
on the special day. Starting with a simple knowhow chapter on how to make your pompoms, filled
with techniques and handy tips, you'll get straight
into making your designs and immerse yourself in
holiday spirit right away. From robins and
gingerbread folk to decorate your tree, through to
wreaths and champagne markers that'll warmly
greet your guests, there's something for everyone.
Create these pompoms for a no-fuss Christmas
that will spread surely festive cheer everywhere!
Author: Alistair Macdonald
80 Pages

Price: € 12.50
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Twenty to Stitch: Mini Quilt Blocks
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782216698
If you are looking for a small patchwork project,
then look no further. Mini Quilt Blocks is a creative
little book with an astounding 80 variations to
stitch, based on 20 different designs.
deal for patchworkers, quilters and sewists looking
for ideas and inspiration, this book contains
designs for 20 mini blocks, all measuring just
12.5cm (5 inches) square, and all constructed from
basic shapes including squares, triangles and
rectangles. Mini quilt blocks are ideal for making
small patchwork projects such as bags,
pincushions, coasters and placemats, for
incorporating into larger blocks, or for forming
motifs within a larger quilt design.
Each of the 20 projects are shown four ways, to
inspire the reader with different fabrics and
colourways. Each project is accompanied by the
number and size of each shape in the block and
instructions on the order in which to put the shapes
together. Includes techniques on how to cut the
shapes using a rotary cutter and ruler, design
ideas and instructions for a simple coaster.
Author: Carolyn Forster
48 Pages

Price: € 7.50
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Head-to-Toe Winter Knits
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782216087
100 quick and easy winter knits from best-selling
author and knitting designer Monica Russel.
This gorgeous book brings together 100 of the best
winter knits from best-selling author and knitting
designer, Monica Russel. Previously published in
the 20 to Make series, these fabulous designs are
quick and easy to make, and include scarves, wrist
warmers, hats, boot cuffs, headbands and snoods.
With designs for men, women and children in a
range of colours and styles, there is something for
everyone in this valuable knitting resource.
Using material from the following 20 to Make titles:
Knitted Boot Cuffs, Easy Knitted Scarves, Knitted
Wrist Warmers, Knitted Headbands, Knitted Snoods
and Knitted Hats - this book provides a wealth of
inspiration with projects that will become an
essential part of your winter wardrobe!
Author: Monica Russel
208 Pages

Price: € 12.50
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Sew Perfect Pets
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782215370
18 fresh and functional animal-themed designs to
sew for your family and home.
Want to show your love for animals in your sewing
projects, but feel you need to sew more practical
pieces for your home? Look no further than this
gorgeous book by designer Helen Rhiannon!
In Sew Practical Pets, 18 whimsical and
imaginative animal-themed projects have been
designed not only to add character and colour to
your home, but also to serve as functional items
that will last for years to come. From useful items
such an owl doorstop, a snake draught excluder
and a sheep hot water bottle cover through to an
elephant tea cozy, fox pillow and doggy oven mitt,
there is a cute and handy little creature for every
room. For kids (and the child within us), Helen has
also included beautiful cat and dog toys and an
animal-shaped apron.
Key techniques and basic materials are detailed at
the beginning of the book, and all of the projects
include easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions.
Templates for all the animals are provided on a
fold-out sheet at the back of the book.
For sewers of all abilities, bring a touch of
playfulness and practicality to your home today
with these fresh faux animals that you'll soon love
as much as the real guys!
Author: Helen Rhiannon
80 pages

Price: € 17.50
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Crocheted Cactuses
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782217084
16 cute and quirky crochet cactus patterns that are
quick and easy to make!
You don't need a garden to grow this charming
crop of cactuses - just a crochet hook, some yarn
and a little crochet know-how! This delightful little
book contains 16 patterns for crocheted cactuses
that can be used to decorate your window ledges,
your table and anywhere else in the home. They
don't need watering or feeding, don't have sharp
spines and are quick and easy to make.
Using simple crochet stitches and widely available
yarn, there are diverse varieties to choose from,
which are inspired by real cactus species. Some
are embellished with beads and others have
ridges, flowers, bobbles and look just like the real
thing. They make perfect, quirky gifts for friends
and family and all they need is a plant pot to sit in.
With a short techniques section at the beginning of
the book to get you started, you can make a whole
display in no time - so pick up your hook and yarn
and get started!
Author: Sarah Abbondio
48 pages

Price: € 9.00
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Tiny Stitches
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782217114
Modern embroidery with a twist 20 mini
accessories to embroider and wear by Instagram
superstar and embroidery designer Irem Yazici.
Draw attention to that neat coat lapel or jazz up
the back pocket of your favourite denim pieces
with little embroidered buttons, badges, brooches
and more by embroidery fan and Instagram
sensation Irem Yazici A.K.A. @_.baobap._
Irem's collection of mini accessories are not only
sweet and off the wall, they're practical pieces that
you can wear, and are perfect gifts for the downto-earth loved ones in your life! These
embroideries are also smallscale canvasses for you
to show off your new stitching skills: no more than
10 stitches are used for the 20 projects
throughout, and range from beginner to
intermediate in skill.
Every project is explained with clear photography
and easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions. Each
one doesn’t use much in the way of materials and
there’s no complicated finishing involved. These
will be projects that you will finish!
There are also 50 motifs included from you to
choose from and play with, provided in a range of
sizes and suitable for a variety of different projects,
so you can make your own unique designs based
on Irem's edgy style.
PLUS Templates come in different sizes, so you can
select the one you want to suit your own
requirements.
These are embroidered projects that you will want
to make and wear.
Author: Irem Yazici
128 Pages in English

Price: € 17.50
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Sew Beautiful Quilted Bags
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782216308
In Sew Beautiful Quilted Bags, Japanese quilt artist
Akemi Shibata combines elegant yarn-dyed fabrics
with colour prints to demonstrate her signature
patchwork style. With an astounding 28 handquilted designs, you’ll discover a trove of unique
bags to make in all shapes and sizes including
purses, pouches, shoulder bags, backpacks, sewing
cases, cross-body bags, totes and more!
Learn how to incorporate multiple techniques into
the same project to create sophisticated,
multifaceted designs featuring patchwork,
appliqué, embroidery, beadwork and hand quilting.
Full of ingenious Japanese construction methods,
you’ll learn how to create beautifully finished bags
that can be considered works of art.
Author: Akemi Shibata
144 Pages

Price: € 18.00
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Wabi-Sabi Sewing
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781446307090
The only sewing book to capture the essence of the
Japanese wabi-sabi aesthetic ethos, which
celebrates the beauty in the ordinary and
imperfect. Wabi-sabi is tipped as the No.1 home
decor trend for 2018. Includes wabi-sabi
techniques such as hand embroidery, kantha,
visible mending, big stitch quilting and sashiko,
which are all trending. Features 20 projects
including quilts, homewares, garments and
accessories.
Author: Karen Lewis
128 pages

Price: € 16.50
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Sewing Luna Lapin's Friends
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781446307014
Learn to make Luna Lapin's friends and their
exquisite wardrobes. This collection of sewing
patterns features five of Luna's best friends and
their clothes including Reynard the Fox,
Clementine the Cat, Badger, Mouse and even a
baby Luna! Author, Sarah Peel, takes classic
garments and recreates them on a miniature scale
and with exquisite fabrics including Liberty cottons,
wool tweed and French lace. Full sized patterns
and step-by-step instructions are included, as well
as a collection of charming stories about the
characters and their adventures.
Author: Sarah Peel
144 pages

Price: € 16.50
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Little Happy Circus
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781446306789
Sophisticated and charmingly humorous
amigurumi designs for a circus-themed collection
that will put a smile on everyone's face. These
sophisticated and charmingly humorous amigurumi
designs for a circus-themed collection will put a
smile on everyone's face. The unique 'fatbottomed' shape gives these designs a similar
appeal to Edward's Menagerie animals. Features
step-by-step photos for the amigurumi techniques
to ensure a perfect finish.
Author: Tine Nielsen
112 pages

Price: € 16.00
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More Beautiful Embroidered Blankets
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9780980575354
When the book World’s Most Beautiful
Embroidered Blankets was released in 2004 it was
unsurpassed in its beauty and presentation. The
needlework community couldn’t get enough. The
follow up title More Beautiful Embroidered Blankets
followed in 2009 and went on to become a best
seller. Back in print More Beautiful Embroidered
Blankets showcases 9 stunning blankets featuring
timeless designs for every occasion. Each blanket
is exquisitely photographed and superbly
presented with detailed and concise instructions.
From magnificent throws with spectacular flowers
and fruits to gorgeous nursery blankets, this
collection of the world’s most beautiful embroidery
is not to be missed.
Author: Inspirations Studio
128 Pages in English

Price: € 33.60
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Love to Sew: Quilting On The Move
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782214489
18 beautiful, quick and easy portable hand-sewn
patchwork gifts to make using English paper
piecing. English Paper Piecing (EPP) is a popular
and easy method of creating beautiful, hand-sewn
patchwork designs. The fabric is cut and folded
over a paper template and the resulting shapes are
stitched together by hand, making it ideal for
sewing whether you're on the move, or at home.
Successful and established author Alistair
Macdonald provides 18 fabulous projects, including
a lovely baby’s play mat, a stylish gentleman's
scarf, a useful hobby bag, a tea cosy, a gorgeous
tote bag and a make-up purse. All the patchwork is
done by hand sewing, using the English Paper
Piecing method in fresh, bright cottons and with
clear, step-by-step instructions and beautiful
photographs. There is some machine sewing for
putting projects together, but you can hand sew if
you prefer.
Actual size templates for every project are
included.
Author: Alistair Macdonald
80 Pages

Price: € 9.75
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250 Japanese Knitting Stitches
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9784805314838
250 Japanese Knitting Stitches contains the
original collection of knitting stitches first
published by Hitomi Shida in 1996. Copies of the
original Japanese edition have been jealously
coveted by knitters around the world - and now
Tuttle Publishing brings you this classic in English
for the first time! Hitomi Shida's previous work, the
Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible was released by
Tuttle in October 2017 and has already been
purchased (and tested) by thousands of avid
knitters who are thrilled to discover a treasure
trove of elegant and intricate new patterns. This
book was Hitomi Shida's first effort and, like its
successor is filled with her highly original and
beautiful designs and variations on knitting
classics. Shida's stitch patterns have become a
driving inspiration behind many modern western
knitting designs, and experienced knitters know
this. In this beautifully presented stitch dictionary
you'll find:
Stitches that are perfect for borders and edgings
Beautiful and intricate cable stitches
Elegant popcorn stitches, from refined to bold
Multiple variations on individual patterns.
Veteran knitting instructor Gayle Roehm guides
knitters through the particulars of the patterns and
explains how to execute the stitches. Images of
completed garments here and there help show the
potential of these striking stitch designs.
Authors: Hitomi Shida & Gayle Roehm
144 Pages

Price: € 18.65
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Miniature Quilts
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782217091
Create 15 exquisitely detailed miniature quilts with
expert guidance from Kumiko Frydl, acclaimed
quilt artist. Kumiko Frydl demonstrates her
knowledge and talent in this book which illustrates
a variety of techniques including free-motion
quilting, appliqué, English paper piecing, hand and
machine quilting and silk ribbon embroidery. Learn
to craft 15 exquisite, intricately worked miniature
quilts, each on a different theme including ornate
roses, whimsical pineapples, a stunning beach
scene and a Wedgwood-inspired pattern in blue
and white. Kumiko guides you carefully through
each project using detailed step-by-step
instructions, diagrams and close-up photographs of
the finished piece. All the templates and stitching
patterns are provided on a fold-out sheet at the
back of the book.
Author: Kumiko Frydl
80 Pages

Price: € 17.50
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Folk Embroidered Felt Birds
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782216988
Popular author Corinne Lapierre creates a
charming range of 20 exquisite folk embroidered
felt birds, including a swan, a hen, a goose, a
partridge, an owl, a dove, a peacock and a
flamingo. Beautifully made in lovely, soft colours,
the birds are filled with toy stuffing and
embellished with folk-style surface embroidery in
different-coloured threads. The stitches include
chain, feather, fly running, blanket, French knots
and satin stitch. There are also bead and sequin
embellishments on some birds. The book includes
pretty hand-drawn step-by-step illustrations and
there are same-size templates at the back of the
book for all the designs. The birds all have optional
ribbon hangers for display.
Author: Corinne Lapierre
96 pages

Price: € 12.50
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Knitted Rabbits
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782217282
Love rabbits? Love knitting? Then this book is for
you! Packed with 20 brilliant, bouncing bunnies to
knit and love, this book has a carrot-crunching
character for everyone! From fluffy, cuddly rabbits
and bean bag bunnies to egg cosies, finger
puppets and even a bunny bride and groom, this
fun book includes rabbits for knitters of all abilities.
It contains practical advice, basic techniques and a
handy list of abbreviations. Using a mix of yarns
and weights, from fluffy and textured to cottons
and naturals, she shows how to create different
looks and how to maximise bunny personality. The
patterns are suitable for beginners and more
advanced knitters, with techniques ranging from
easy basic stitches to more decorative ideas.
Including fun photography and clearly written
patterns, these different bunny characters have
wide appeal and are almost too cute to handle!
Author: Val Pierce
96 pages, in english.

Price: € 11.50
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Making Soap
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782216230
Beginner-friendly guide to making 18 lovely soaps
using only natural ingredients that are kind to the
environment. Beautifully photographed, this
beginner-friendly guide has everything you need to
make 18 lovely soaps. Inspirational for seasoned
soap-makers as well, the recipes use only natural
ingredients that are kind to the skin and our
environment. From olive oil to juniper and
cucumber to honey, there are lots of gorgeous
fragrances and colours to satisfy everyone. With
comprehensive information on where to start and
what you need, the book includes essential tips on
utensils, safety issues to consider, and by a stepby-step guide to making soap. There are also
useful sections on fragrances and natural
colourings and additives such as coffee and
cinnamon. This book tells you everything you need
to know about making your own hand-crafted soap,
using tools most people already own An addictive
hobby, you will find yourself making lovely,
personalised soap ideas for gifting.
64 pages in French
Author Kathrin Landmann

Price: € 11.50
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20 to Knit: Pocket Pets
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782216957
Make your own collection of irresistibly cute knitted
animals in soft, fleecy yarn. This gorgeous knitting
book for knitters of all abilities by Sachiyo Ishii
contains 20 lovely projects including a baby
penguin, a koala bear, a guinea pig and a squirrel.
All the projects are accompanied by clear, easy-tofollow patterns and photography. There is a useful
page of basic techniques at the start of the book,
including making up, stuffing, and simple,
decorative surface stitching. These lovely mini
knits are all bursting with character and feel extra
soft and snuggly. All the projects are exquisitely
designed and very easy to make. They make
perfect gifts and will delight young and old alike.
Author: Sachiyo Ishii
48 pages, in english.

Price: € 6.95
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Japanese Paper Flowers
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9784805314982
Learn how to bring a Japanese aesthetic into your
life with these elegant works of floral art. Japanese
kirigami (cut paper) flowers are delicate and
beautiful examples of paper craft, but are
surprisingly easy to make. This inspirational how-to
guide shows you how to, make 31 gorgeous
designs that can virtually pass for the real
thingexcept they will never wilt!
Japanese Paper Flowers has all the information and
all of the necessary patterns you need! With just
some scissors, a few sheets of colourful origami
paper, and a few drops of glue, you can create
breath-taking paper flowers in no time at all! All of
the most popular blossoms are represented here,
including:
5 different roses, these romantic flowers can be
mixed and matched to create a natural-looking
bouquet
Frilly carnations full of intricate folds and textures,
these popular flowers are just as much fun in paper
form
Colourful tulips, carry a piece of spring with you
throughout the entire year
Delicate cherry blossoms, enjoy the wonders of
cherry blossom season in your own home
3 bold sunflowers in slightly different shapes and
sizes, these cheerful flowers create a sunny
bouquet when grouped together
Festive poinsettias blooms that will look fresh
throughout the entire holiday season and many
more!
Simple instructions, templates and colourful stepby-step photos show even novice paper crafters
how to create each project, and how to gather
them into incredible paper flower bouquets.
Author: Hiromi Yamazaki
96 pages in French

Price: € 12.50
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Mabel Bunny & Co.
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782217336
Who could resist these loveable toys and their
babies? De-stress by snuggling up with Mabel
Bunny and her friends oversized crocheted toys,
perfect for giant cuddles and little hands. Not just
for children, the soft, chunky yarn and floppy limbs
will appeal to all, so make them for yourself or give
as gifts (if you can bear to part with them). Mabel
makes a great reading companion and at about
70cm tall from head to paws, the animals sit
comfortably on a shelf or at the end of your bed.
As well as fifteen different animals to crochet and
love, including a dragon, a polar bear, a red panda
and a pig, you can also make a mini Mabel,
octopus and koala, which are 30-40cm tall. The
projects are pitched at beginners to improvers and
are suitable for someone who has mastered the
basics of crochet. So be inspired, choose a pattern
to start and be prepared to fall in love with this
collection of adorable toys.

Price: € 15.50
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The Build a Bag Book: Backpacks
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782217671
New to the highly acclaimed Build a Bag series,
Debbie Shore brings you a selection of 15 brilliant
backpacks!
The 15 designs are created using the full-size rigid
template contained within the book. It is easy-touse, durable, reusable, wipe-clean and perfect for
fussy cutting, plus it is simple to position and use
there is no need to pin it.
The backpacks are made using different
techniques, pockets, straps and fastenings to
create 15 very different results. But why stop
there? The template can also be used for your own
design variations. As you mix and match the
techniques covered within the book, Debbie gives
advice on how to adapt and create your own
unique designs.
Each project in the book is explained using
Debbie’s friendly style and easy-to-follow step-bystep photography, and there is also a
comprehensive techniques section and a guide to
using the template.
Author: Debbie Shore
96 pages

Price: € 21.95
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The Build a Bag Book: Satchels
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782217688
New to the highly acclaimed Build a Bag series,
Debbie Shore brings you a selection of 15
sensational satchels!
The 15 designs are created using the full-size rigid
template contained within the book. It is easy-touse, durable, reusable, wipe-clean and perfect for
fussy cutting, plus it is simple to position and use
there is no need to pin it.
The satchels are made using different techniques,
pockets, straps and fastenings to create 15 very
different results. But why stop there? The template
can also be used for your own design variations. As
you mix and match the techniques covered within
the book, Debbie gives advice on how to adapt and
create your own unique designs.
Each project in the book is explained using
Debbie’s friendly style and easy-to-follow step-bystep photography, and there is also a
comprehensive techniques section and a guide to
using the template.
Author: Debbie Shore
96 pages

Price: € 21.95
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Quick & Easy Quilt Block Builder
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781617459368
Traditional quilt blocks are made up of common
elements such as Flying Geese, Square-in-Squares,
and Quarter-Square Triangles. Each of the elements
can be constructed in a variety of ways. Choose the
ones that are easiest and most efficient! In this one
book, you will find each method carefully broken
down, explained, and illustrated, along with
comprehensive sizing information. It’s the ultimate
no-maths, no-stress reference for all common quilt
block elements!
Author: Catherine Dreiss
48 Pages

Price: € 12.00
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The Crafter's Guide to Patterns
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782212195
Imagine impressing your friends and family with
bespoke wrapping paper that comes straight off your
home printer! The Crafter's Guide to Patterns includes
20 free motifs and also shows you how to create a
pattern out of virtually any image. Whether designing
your own wall stencil, or hand-printing one of the
supplied motifs onto your greeting cards and cushion
covers, this book gives you all the information you
need. In The Crafter's Guide to Patterns step-by-step
tutorials show the reader how to design wellconstructed patterns by hand, while interviews with
other crafters pepper the book offering advice on
using their patterns and thereby equipping readers
with all the skills they need to unleash their creativity.
Galleries with patterns applied to a range of objects
provide a wealth of inspiration and ideas to the
reader. 20 motifs are printed in the back of the book
and are also available to download so that readers
can adapt and use these to create their own patterns.
The practical advice in this book is aimed at the large
readership of creative crafters who are brimming with
image ideas, but are unfamiliar with the skills needed
to turn those images into gorgeous patterns. The
Crafter's Guide to Patterns covers everything from
choosing motifs and colors to creating a range of
different patterns, whether borders or full scale
repeats. Once you've got through the design basics,
the book goes on to show you how your patterns can
be applied on everything from fabric (think bespoke
table runners) to stationery, gift wrap, and stencils!
Author: Jessica Swift
144 pages in French

Price: € 17.50
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250 Knitting Stitches
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782211846
Perfect for new and experienced knitters alike, the
250 Knitting Stitches offers 250 stitches with detailed
written and charted instructions. This essential
collection presents stitch sections including: Basic
stitches, bobbles, puffs and clusters, cables, tucks,
chevrons, ripples and waves, lace, loops and textures,
and twisted stitches.
Discover each stitch with written and charted
instructions that clearly explain where the yarn goes
each step of the way. In addition, each stitch pattern
shows a large finished swatch in eye-catching colours.
With a discrete photo glossary at the back of the
book, you'll learn essential knitting skills, such as
joining yarn, binding off, and forming basic stitches.
Also available at your fingertips at any time is a key
for all abbreviations and symbols used. The 250
Knitting Stitches offers excellent, useful instruction
and vibrant inspiration for all knitters.
Author: Debbie Tomkies
192 Pages

Price: € 18.65
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Quick & Easy Triangle Block Tool
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781617458309
Everything you love about the Quick & Easy Block
Tool, now with triangle blocks! This ultimate no-maths
reference for quilters includes cutting charts, piecing
tips, quilt layout ideas, and a visual index of blocks.
Plus, get cutting instructions using straight or 60°
triangle rulers for triangles, diamonds, jewels, half
diamonds, parallelograms, hexagons, half hexagons,
lozenges, and half lozenges. Ultra-portable and
indispensable, this is the block guide that no quilter,
modern or traditional, should be without!
Author: Sheila Christensen
136 Pages

Price: € 21.00
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Harry Potter Knitting Magic
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781911641926
Channel the magic of the Harry Potter films from
the screen to your needles with the ultimate
knitter’s guide to the Wizarding World. Featuring
over 25 magical knits, the book includes patterns
for clothing, home projects and keepsakes pulled
straight from the movies and even includes a few
iconic costume pieces as seen on-screen! With
yarn suggestions based on the true colours used in
the films, projects ranging from simple patterns
like the Hogwarts house scarves to more complex
projects like Mrs. Weasley’s Christmas sweater,
why not knit your own Wizarding World?
Author: Tanis Gray
208 pages, in english.

Price: € 28.50
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Embroidered Boxes
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782216520
Part of an exciting new series spearheaded by the
Royal School of Needlework, this forward-looking
guide explores the intricate art of embroidering
boxes for use as keepsakes and jewellery boxes.
This beautiful, practical guide to creating and
embellishing embroidered boxes is written by
Heather Lewis, a tutor with the Royal School of
Needlework. It contains a history of the
embroidered box, from the seventeenth century to
the present day, and features techniques and
guidance for needleworkers wishing to apply their
skills to a practical application of the craft.
There are three projects to try: a small treasure
chest with a curved lid, embroidered dragonfly
detail and a false floor; a hexagonal box with a
beautiful embroidered lid depicting afternoon tea,
and an intricate stumpwork casket with a mirror in
the lid and a hidden drawer. Each has a template
and extensive instructions for preparation,
embroidery and construction.
Author: Heather Lewis
160 Pages in English

Price: € 21.00
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Sashiko Handy Pocket Guide
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781617459696
This mini book is packed with mega information on all
the sashiko basics! Best-selling author Sylvia Pippen
shares everything from applications for sashiko and
the necessary supplies to how to mark the designs
and stitching techniques. Learn how to create your
own sashiko design, or use one of the twenty-seven
included motifs. Plus, it makes a great gift for anyone
you know who loves to sew as much as you do!
Author: Sylvia Pippen
48 Pages

Price: € 9.00
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Macraweave
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781446308059
Discover the latest fibre art trend, macraweave, a
combination of macrame and weaving. Learn to
create stunning woven wall hangings and inject a
dose of 'bohemian luxe' to your living space.
Macraweave combines the crafts of macrame
knotting with weaving to create eye-catching
projects that really pop with texture and colour.
There are 18 projects to choose from including
woven wall hangings, a table runner, plant hangers
and cushions as well as accessories including
jewellery, a belt and a scarf. All the instructions
and projects will be illustrated with step-by-step
photography.
Authors: Amy Mullins & Marnia Ryan-Raison
128 pages

Price: € 23.00
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Old Quilts, New Life
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782498469
Old Quilts, New Life features 18 stunning quilts
designed by passionate quilter, author and
designer, Sarah Fielke. Sarah has selected nine
beautiful quilts from The American Folk Art
Museum in New York and created two designs
inspired by each quilt the first, a sympathetic
interpretation of the original piece and the second,
a more contemporary creation. Old Quilts, New Life
showcases these stunning quilts each one
accompanied by step-by-step instructions so you
can create them at home. The book takes you
through the history of the quilting tradition and
explores the techniques and styles employed by
quilters over the centuries. From the beautiful
simplicity of an Amish quilt to a pretty pinwheel
design, there is a quilt here to suit all skill levels
and personal styles.
Author: Sarah Fielke
160 Pages

Price: € 18.50
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Cat Knits
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781446307540
This is the ultimate cat lover's collection of knitting
patterns for garments and accessories. If you love
cats and yarn you will want this collection of 16
quirky designs all based around the theme of cats.
It includes four garments graded for 16 different
sizes, as well as cat-themed accessories including
a wrap, shawl, scarf, cowl, capelet, mittens and
hats. The patterns are divided up into four
chapters, each with a different style of cat-themed
design similar to Marna's Sinister Catdigan pattern.
Author: Marna Gilligan
128 pages, in english.

Price: € 21.50
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Felted Animal Knits
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782217510
Combine knitting and felting to create stunning,
fun and realistic animals in this original book by
textile designer and Knit2Felt founder, Catherine
Arnfield.
Fuse two of your passions knitting and felting to
create gorgeous, woolly animals filled with
character.
In this incredibly inspirational and unique book,
Catherine shows you how to knit, wet felt and
needle felt 20 cute creatures that you, your friends
and family will love! Whether you love lions, rave
over rabbits, are awed by alpacas, crazy for koalas
or head over heels for Highland cows, there is a
stunning variety of animals for you to choose from
and make.
Only basic knitting skills are required (cast on,
cast/bind off, knit, purl, increase and decrease) and
the wet felting process is simpler than you think!
Then, once you've stuffed and sewn them up,
you'll see how easy it is to needle felt details onto
your velvety friend to create a fun and realistic
creature!
Whatever your skill level, a friendly and
comprehensive techniques chapter is included on
knitting, wet felting and needle felting, all
accompanied by clear, fully-illustrated step-by-step
instructions so you can dive into your designs with
confidence and creativity.
The tools and materials needed are basic, easy to
source and cost very little, making these fuzzy
critters perfect for beginner crafters, or more
experienced knitters and felters looking for fresh
ideas and effortless projects.
Author: Catherine Arnfield
160 pages, in english.

Price: € 19.50
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Embroidered Cat in My Pocket
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218685
Purr-fectly formed, pocket-sized feline
embroideries by the designer who started this cute
trend.
Five years ago, Japanese embroidery artist Hiroko
Kubota’s embroidered cat shirts set the internet
alight. Hiroko uses a technique that lets you 'paint
with thread'. It requires a small needle, single
strands of embroidery floss plus lots of shades of
the same color, and two stitches one bigger than
the other that repeat again and again. This
adorable collection of five projects, core
techniques, and templates lets you recreate
Hiroko’s magic.
Author: Hiroko Kubota
160 Pages in English

Price: € 16.50
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Sewing Animal Dolls
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781526757654
Learn how to make Daisy Dog, her best friends
Rosie Rabbit, the twins Betty and Ben Bear and
Daisy’s beret-wearing puppy Mimi. Each character
has their own complete wardrobe for all of their
adventures together, from playing dress-up to long
summer picnics, sleepovers and weekend walks.
Sewing Animal Dolls features easy-to-follow stepby-step instructions with full-size sewing patterns
for all of the characters, clothes and accessories.
Author: Tina O'Rourke
128 pages, in english.

Price: € 19.50
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Modern Bargello
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218258
Bargello stitching is a form of needlepoint and
making a comeback.
There is a project for everyone, whether you are
new to bargello, or are an original bargello fan.
Tina Francis shows you how to combine bold,
bright colours in attractive, almost psychedelic
patterns to create the illusion of 3-D. Use her easyto-follow charts and approachable instructions to
create 15 projects including cushions, wall art,
pincushions, bangles and a brooch.
Bargello is easy to master, quick to achieve and
very addictive. The stitches take on a rhythm of
their own which makes it extremely relaxing and
before long you’ll be measuring your days in
centimetres not hours. With only a handful of
materials required canvas, tapestry wool, tapestry
needle and instructions bargello is certain to
become your craft of choice.
Author: Tina Francis
96 Pages

Price: € 16.50
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Crazy Quilting Dazzling Diamonds
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781617459016
Sew the Dazzling Diamonds crazy-quilt pattern,
with 27 diamond-shaped, foundation-pieced
blocks! Includes photos and step-by-step
instructions.
Author: Kathy Seaman Shaw
96 Pages

Price: € 28.00
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Quick and Easy Christmas
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782217930
A fabulous collection of 100 Christmas gifts and
decorations that are quick and easy to make and
perfect for crafters of all abilities.
Christmas is a wonderful time of year for crafting!
From imaginative handmade gifts to stunning,
reusable decorations, this book contains 100
fabulous quick and easy makes for the festive
season. All the projects have been carefully
selected from Search Press's best-selling 20 to
Make series and are simple enough for beginners
as well as seasoned crafters.
There's something for everyone in this book,
including knitting, crochet, papercraft, sewing,
sugarcraft, felt, jewellery making, cross stitch,
mosaic making, decoupage, polymer clay and
needlepoint. Each craft has a handy techniques
section to get you started, followed by a range of
quick projects that include a knitted star, a
pompom Santa Claus, a polymer clay teddy bear, a
felt winter owl, a crocheted Christmas tree heart
and a pretty bangle.
All the projects are made using tools and materials
that are easy to source, and provide all the
inspiration you need to make Christmas extra
special.
Author: Search Press Studio
240 Pages

Price: € 14.50
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Cross Stitch Christmas
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218128
20 beautiful and delicate cross stitch designs to
embroider for Christmas.
These are beautifully delicate Christmas cross
stitch designs to delight the heart and soul! If you
love cross stitch, you need this book. Extremely
pretty these designs from accomplished
embroiderer Hélène Le Berre are light and airy,
using backstitch to outline and emphasize with
great skill.
Split into chapters on Advent Foliage, Christmas
Animals, Festive Foliage and Amazing Alphabets,
there is a lovely range of designs to fit every
Christmas situation. You can make beautiful
cutlery pockets with fox, bunny or baby deer
motifs, a reindeer photo album cover, a pine cone
confectionery sachet, personalized gift labels and
many more elegant embroidered Christmas items.
The charts are beautifully presented, along with a
comprehensive techniques section at the back of
the book.
Suitable for beginners to more advanced stitchers,
these designs are achievable and utterly gorgeous.
Author: Hélène Le Berre
96 Pages in English

Price: € 14.50
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Saltwater Mittens from the Island of Newfoundland
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781775234586
Woolen mittens have long been a
Newfoundlander’s best friend. The warmer the
better. In a quirky climate of freeze, thaw, blow,
and drizzle, good mittens made all tasks easier to
split birch, hammer a nail, gut a fish, draw and
haul water, hang clothes on a line, shoot a seabird,
or snare a rabbit. Social life, too, always required
the finest mittens and gloves. This continues
today.
These mittens are as practical as they are beautiful
double-knit with two colors means twice the
warmth and wind resistance. The patterns are
rated by difficulty and varied in style, including
trigger mitts, wristers, five-finger mittens (a.k.a.
gloves), fingerless mitts for wee ones, and, of
course, classic mittens for all.
The dozens of color photographs will inspire you to
make your own bold color choices. The nuggets of
history, and tales of mittens and their knitters,
make Saltwater Mittens a book knitters and nonknitters alike can enjoy.
Authors: Christine LeGrow & Shirley A. Scott
128 Pages

Price: € 31.00
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Felt Animal Families
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782216223
Make six beautiful animal families in felt including
raccoons, deer, mice, foxes, bears and rabbits.
Popular author Corinne Lapierre brings us another
delightful book of beautiful felt creatures. Fabulous
Felt Animals includes families of deer, raccoons,
foxes, rabbits, bears and mice, all brought to life
with cute outfits and fun accessories.
The animals are made using ready-made craft felt
that is easy to work with and soft to the touch, and
are hand-sewn using simple stitches. Clear stepby-step instructions are provided for every project,
accompanied by gorgeous photographs and
Corinne's delightful illustrations, and there are
same-size templates at the back of the book for all
the animals, clothes and accessories.
Author: Corinne Lapierre
96 pages, in english.

Price: € 14.50
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Saltwater Classics from the Island of Newfoundland
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781989417010
From the top of your head to the tips of your toes,
Saltwater Classics will keep you toasty warm with
beautiful hand-knitted hats, mitts, gloves, socks
and vamps.
As their follow-up to the best-selling Saltwater
Mittens, Christine LeGrow and Shirley A. Scott have
collected and expertly recreated some of
Newfoundland’s best loved knitwear. Along the
way, they’ve sprinkled in a hefty dose of their own
creative flair in presenting stunning patterns you’ll
never see anywhere else.
From salt-and-pepper caps to boot socks, and from
trigger mitts to vamps (slippers), this book has
something for everyone. All patterns are rated by
difficulty and clearly presented for today’s knitters.
The dozens of color photographs will inspire you to
make your own bold color choices and encourage
you to go outside and face the elements in your
new cosy pieces. Featuring tips, tricks, and tales,
Saltwater Classics is a book for everyone
Authors: Christine LeGrow & Shirley A. Scott
208 Pages

Price: € 31.00
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Cross Stitch Wildflowers and Grasses
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218623
Embroidery artist Hisako Nishisu invites you to try
her new collection of elegant cross stitch designs,
inspired by the beauty and simplicity of wildflowers
and grasses. There are over 30 stunning motifs to
choose from, so whether you admire the lily of the
valley or the violet, or prefer to stitch the Japanese
silverleaf, there is sure to be a project that will
catch your eye.
After a gallery of beautifully photographed
embroideries, a cross stitch overview is provided
outlining the tools, materials and techniques
needed for completing these charming samplers.
This is followed by a clear, full-page chart for each
design.
Once your floral sampler is finished, frame it and
hang it for a beautiful addition to any room, or use
the designs to add pretty motifs to your linens,
clothing and accessories.
Author: Hisako Nishisu
112 Pages in English

Price: € 19.00
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Simply Stitched with Embroidery
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781940552460
Beloved Japanese embroidery artist, Yumiko
Higuchi’s freshest collection of motifs, is
showcased here on a variety of purses, wallets,
and bags.
Inside, you’ll find an assortment of simple, folkinspired floral and animal designs stitched in
Yumiko’s signature style, as well nine lovely bag
patterns inspired by the motifs. Beautiful step-bystep photos clearly explain Yumiko Higuchi’s
favourite techniques for sewing bags, installing
metal purse clasps, and making pompom and
tassel embellishments.
Use these lovely embroidery motifs to make
stunning, one-of-a-kind bags, or be inspired to
design your own unique projects.
Author: Yumiko Higuchi
104 Pages in English

Price: € 22.50
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Sensational Quilts for Scrap Lovers
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781617458682
Make 11 new scrap-quilt projects with Judy
Gauthier’s simple, fun cutting techniques. Use
remnants in odd shapes and sizes and fabric prints
you never thought would go together.
Author: Judy Gauthier
96 Pages

Price: € 28.00
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Thread Doodling
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218012
Mindful embroidery has never been so on point.
With 1 needle, 15 stitches and some hoops,
embroider over 20 different designs to discover
your creativity in your calmness.
Over 20 different contemporary embroideries to
transfer and stitch, plus 11 extra transfer designs
to get your creative juices flowing!
In Carina's latest book, discover how to 'doodle'
embroider and create over 20 different designs full
of colour and personality
Kickstart your journey to original, personal doodle
work with a variety of designs, ranging from formal
patterns such as geometrics, mandalas, labyrinths
and knots gardens to more experimental, free-form
shapes that will encourage you to explore your
skills and creativity. Then, be taken step by step
through Carina's 'Garden' sampler, so you can see
how to forge a unique embroidery yourself with no
design to follow.
The 22 designs can fit either in a 3- or 6-inch hoop,
which are easy to source instore or online. Each of
Carina's designs will include photographs of the
finished embroidery, a thread key, a stitch diagram
and suggestions of how to work the design. In
addition, Carina will give advice on how to rework
her embroidery, to encourage your own creativity.
At the back of the book, a corresponding transfer
can be found so that you can easily draw the
design outline onto your own fabric.
Essential materials and easy-to-follow techniques
chapters can be found at the beginning of the
book, along with step-by-step stitch diagrams for
the 15 embroidery stitches used to make all the
designs in the book providing you with a fuss-free,
colorful crash-course.
Finally, there are 11 extra transfers at the back of
the book, offering variations and ideas for you to
dive into and work up your own unique stitcheries!
Author: Carina Envoldsen-Harris
96 Pages in English

Price: € 12.50
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Embroidery Stencils Darling Motif Collection
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781617459528
Select, mark and stitch! It’s so simple to embroider
accurately with this collection of four easy-to-use
stitch templates featuring over 100 delightful
designs, including an alphabet!
Author: Christen Brown

Price: € 22.50
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20 to Knit: Knitted Bears
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781844484829
Knit 20 little bears, each 20cm (8in) high, and
dress them up in a wonderful range of colorful
outfits that will delight both adults and children.
All the bears in the book are based on the same,
simple knitted bear, instructions for which are
provided at the beginning of the book and are easy
enough for even novice knitters to follow. There
are 20 unique designs, including a hiking bear
complete with boots and a backpack, a beachloving bikini bear, a sweet honey bee bear, and a
pretty pink ballet dancer, each with its own knitted
outfit and accessories. Every bear has its own
special character, and the reader is bound to find
at least one they just have to knit. Suitable for
adults as well as children, they make ideal gifts,
and of course there is nothing to stop the reader
creating characters of their own that they can
personalize to suit a particular person or occasion.
Author: Val Pierce
48 Pages

Price: € 7.50
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20 to Crochet: Crocheted Granny Squares
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781844488193
Want to learn how to crochet? Make a granny square!
The simple techniques have lasted for decades and
now they are trendier than ever. With endless color
and size variations, creating these squares is fun and
easy. They can be used like building blocks and
combined with other squares to make original
projects and gifts or used to embellish larger items.
This book will show you how to create twenty
different squares, including flower patterns,
interpreted in different colors and yarns to create a
kaleidoscope of effects. Also included are projects
that show you how to make the squares into a simple
baby blanket, arm warmers, a purse, a pin cushion, a
mug cosy and a stylish pair of boot toppers. DMC
yarns as well as fancy yarns are used, all of which are
readily available, and both US and UK crochet
abbreviations are used throughout.
Author: Val Pierce
48 Pages

Price: € 7.50
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Amigurumi Christmas
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782219071
Do you love to decorate your home and make
wonderful Christmas decorations for all your family
and friends to enjoy? Then this is the book for you.
It will delight and surprise with its fantastically
cute, kawaii-style crocheted Christmas cuties.
There are 20 great projects to make, including a
wonderful Santa Claus accompanied by a lovely
Mrs Claus; a cute penguin, polar bear and
gingerbread man; Brussels sprouts, Christmas
angel and even pigs in blankets! With a short
techniques section at the beginning to explain the
basics, these projects can be worked up quickly
and easily using small amounts of yarn in your
stash. You can even customize some of the
projects if you wish and make Santa, the elf or the
snowman's head into baubles with a short piece of
yarn to hang them up. Whether you make these for
your family or as gifts for friends, now is the time
to pick up your hook and get crocheting amigurumi
style!
Author: Sarah-Jane Hicks
96 pages

Price: € 16.50
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Sew Magical
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781617459238
Journey into a land of fairy tales as you paper piece
16 blocks, including unicorns, dragons, and more!
Sew seven cute and useful projects like quilts,
pillows, and a backpack.
Author: Mary Hertel
80 pages, in english.

Price: € 23.50
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Bargello Stitch
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218678
A pattern collection bringing bargello stitch right
up to date with fresh colorways and designs.
Part of bargello’s appeal lies in the simplicity of
using a single stitch in a repeating pattern that is
only ever worked vertically or horizontally. The
technique lends itself to dramatic, wavelike
designs in exciting, gradated colorways that can be
used for pillows, bags, belts and purses.
This new pattern collection brings bargello stitch
designs bang up to date offering fresh
contemporary color stories: brights and clashes,
muted fades, contrasts, complementary colors,
zesty neons and metallic rainbows.
Includes 40 design samples graded from easy to
advanced, easy-to-read charts, patterns for edges
and borders for smart finishes, ideas for bringing
texture using fancy flosses, and a freestyling
collection that mixes several techniques on one
canvas.
Authors: Laura Angell & Lynsey Angell
160 Pages

Price: € 15.50
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The All-Year-Round Christmas Handbook
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782498919
The All-Year-Round Christmas Handbook lends a
helping hand to everyone who would like to create
a kinder, more mindful and homespun Christmas
celebration. Juggling all manner of jobs at a time
when expectations of festive fun are sky high
means that effective planning and time
management are vital. Organizational and creative
tasks are divided into months, then weeks and
days as you get nearer to Christmas. In the month
before Christmas, each week has its own
'dashboard' for different activities creating,
cooking, eating, shopping, entertaining plus
planning pages you can fill in yourself. To save you
time, there are recipes for handy cook-ahead
dishes, simple meals and store-bought shortcuts.
Tiffany shows you how to wrap your gifts with style
and make crafty things with the leftover paper.
There are also tips from iterations of Santa and Mrs
Claus from around the world, with some different
traditions you might like to try.
Author: Tiffany Wood
160 Pages

Price: € 18.50
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Luna Lapin: Making New Friends
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781446308240
Luna Lapin, a quiet and kind rabbit with
impeccable taste, introduces readers to her
friends. This brand new collection of sewing
patterns which includes designs for Luna's friends
and their wonderful wardrobes will resonate with
sewists of all abilities.
Learn to make Luna Lapin’s friends and their
exquisite wardrobes. This collection of sewing
patterns features five of Luna’s best friends (as
well as Luna herself) along with their clothes
including Hugh the Hound, Daisy the Sheep,
Ramsey the Ram, Rowan the Squirrel and Freya
the Fawn.
Author, Sarah Peel, takes classic garments and
recreates them on a miniature scale and with
exquisite fabrics including Liberty cottons, wool
tweed and French lace. Full sized patterns and
step-by-step instructions are included as well as a
collection of charming stories about the characters
and their adventures.
Author: Sarah Peel
144 pages

Price: € 19.50
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Anita Catita's Sewn Toy Treasures
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781446308288
15 gorgeous toy sewing patterns reminiscent of
early Tilda patterns, from a popular Portuguese
sewing and fabric brand.
Step into the world of Anita Catita and prepare to
be charmed by the array of beautiful toy patterns
to sew. Choose from gorgeous dolls, including rag
dolls, ballerinas, pirates, kokeshi and fairies, and
adorable animals including cats, rabbits, ducks,
reindeer, bears and sheep. All the toys are made
using easy sewing techniques and full-size pattern
pieces are included.
We live in an age when technology has overtaken
toys. Traditional cloth dolls have been replaced by
crying, laughing and walking dolls. Although
seemingly attractive, these toys limit creativity.
Sewn toys with their simplicity and tenderness
reverse this reality and stimulate children's
emotional and creative development.
Author: Sandra Reis
80 pages, in english.

Price: € 15.50
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More Weekend Sewing
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781640254367
More Weekend Sewing will ensure that you never
run out of quick-to-make designs. Each pattern can
be completed in a weekend, with some of them
taking only an afternoon, making them perfect for
last minute gifts.
Author: Annie's Sewing
64 pages, in english.

Price: € 11.50
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Floral Embroidery
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781526759580
This inspirational book features ten beautiful floral
embroidery designs. Each project features easy-tofollow steps, detailed photographic walk-throughs
and templates to trace on your fabric. Starting with
basic projects for complete beginners, you’ll build
on your embroidery skills by learning new stitches
and techniques. Once you’ve mastered all the
stitches, you’ll be ready to tackle the more detailed
and intricate designs. Stitched in beautiful muted
colours, each project is inspired by a
Shakespearean quote and celebrates the author’s
love of flowers. This is a beautiful modern take on
an ages-old traditional skill.
Author: Teagan Olivia Sturmer
104 Pages in English

Price: € 18.50
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Amigurumi Style Crochet
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781526747273
Amigurumi Style Crochet features Crochet Betty,
an amigurumi-style doll, with patterns for her
1950s inspired outfits which are designed for all
occasions, ranging from shopping to movie-going.
There’s a detailed explanation of how to make the
basic Betty doll, and also her cute cat Bert. Each
section has patterns for a selection of stylish
removable garments and accessories, with a few
added extras for Bert too.
Author: Cara Medus
136 pages

Price: € 18.50
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Statement Macramé
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781645670070
With the knotted-rope craft already making a huge
comeback in home décor, this book will be a great
asset to those who grasp the basic technique of
macramé and now want to make large, astonishing
pieces. Follow Natalie’s step-by-step instructions
through 12 different intermediate and advanced
macramé projects, from wedding event backdrops
to wall hangings, from hammocks to chandeliers,
from window curtains to multi-plant wall hangers,
and even mats and bed headboards. With 12
guided designer pieces and beautiful photos,
macramé crafters everywhere will feel empowered
turning to this book to guide them through
impressive projects. You will finally be able to skip
the high instore prices for macramé décor and
brag that you made your own professional,
designer-looking pieces by hand.
Author: Natalie Ranae
168 pages

Price: € 20.50
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Crochet Iconic Women
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781446308257
Crochet 15 iconic women who changed the world
with this collection of amigurumi crochet patterns.
Whether it's Greta, Amelia or Malala, this collection
of crochet patterns celebrates 15 women who have
made an impact on the global stage whether in
politics, sport, medicine or education. Learn more
about each of the characters featured in this
collection and make unique gifts to inspire and
delight all generations.
Author: Carla Mitrani
128 pages

Price: € 19.25
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Gift Wrap Green
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781849946117
From simple bows and neat corners to Japanese
fabric wrapping, this book shows you how to wow
friends and family with beautifully wrapped gifts
while minimizing waste. You will learn how to
master the art of wrapping through easy step-bystep instructions of key techniques. There are
ideas for creating both simple and intricate
designs, all made using materials that are
recyclable, reusable and sustainable. Techniques
include wrapping with pleats and pockets, using
paper bags and how to wrap unusually shaped
gifts, such as bottles. A section on Furoshiki fabric
wrapping, shows how to create gift wraps from tea
towels and beautiful pieces of fabric. There’s also
guidance on ribbons, bows, string, wool, and using
plants and flowers to create the perfect gift.
Bursting with ideas, this innovative book offers a
mindful creative outlet that will both delight friends
and family and help save the planet by reducing
waste.
Author: Camille Wilkinson
160 Pages

Price: € 16.00
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35 Knitted Baby Blankets
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782498896
From the first car journey to an outing in a buggy,
a knitted blanket will accompany a baby wherever
they go. Laura Strutt has designed a teddy bear
travel blanket that cleverly folds away into a pillow
and a hooded wrap for keeping cozy in a sling. For
the nursery there is a soft cot cover and a
dungaree-style sleeping bag in breathable merino
wool perfect for a peaceful night’s rest. For
playtime, there’s a cotton backed blanket that can
double up as a rug to take out and about and a tiny
comforter blanket guaranteed to become baby's
closest companion. With beautiful yarns, simple
techniques and stunning designs, there is a
blanket here ready for you to make and for the
new arrival to treasure for years to come.
Author: Laura Strutt
128 pages, in english.

Price: € 16.00
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Crocheted Home
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782498940
Create something beautiful for every room in the
house with these 35 inspiring crochet patterns.
With easy-to-follow patterns and unique designs
from Kate Eastwood, you'll find something cozy,
stylish or practical to have in your home all year
round or to bring out at special occasions.
Author Kate Eastwood has created 35 beautiful and
inspiring designs for the home, with something to
suit every room in the house and every time of
year. You could crochet a colourful bolster cushion
or stylish pompom-edged throw for the living room,
or a hot-water bottle cover or blanket for the
bedroom. Why not try making some seasonal tea
cozies or smart table mats to impress your guests
in the kitchen? Kate has designed some modern
accessories for your bathroom, including a
bathmat and cotton facecloths while the
contemporary cloud blanket and colourful balloon
cushion would look right at home in a child's
bedroom or nursery. Kate has also included some
great projects for the festive seasons, such as the
Christmas Nordic wreath and the spring table
runner, perfect for Easter.
With clear patterns and illustrations of all the
stitches, skills and techniques required, all you
need is some yarn and a hook to start creating
beautiful projects for your home.
Author: Kate Eastwood
128 pages

Price: € 16.00
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Lace Reimagined
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782217428
This original and exciting guide to lace is a visual
feast of inspiring step-by-step projects; it will
encourage you to experiment, inspire you with
handy tips, and provide sources for further
inspiration.
Typically associated with frilly hankies and flouncy
collars that are time-consuming to make and
invariably white, the 30 projects in this book span
the color spectrum and make use of a range of
media including paper, fabric, thread and even
concrete!
This original and exciting guide to lace is a visual
feast of 30 inspiring step-by-step projects. It
includes in-depth features and fascinating asides
relating to the history of lace and it will encourage
you to experiment and inspire you with handy tips.
The projects use bobbin lace, needle lace, needle
weaving and drawn-thread work, all of which are
clearly illustrated for beginners. Some projects
feature techniques such as using concrete and
papier-mâché; some feature ready-made lace,
either entirely, or as something that can be added
to.
Author: Elizabeth Healey
128 Pages

Price: € 16.00
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Zero Waste: Gift Wrap
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781446308431
Embrace zero waste living with this collection of
sustainable gift wrap solutions including furoshiki,
the traditional Japanese technique of fabric
knotting. What could be nicer than receiving a
present and the beautiful scarf it's wrapped in!
Whether you use a vintage silk scarf or create your
own fabric with patchwork, piecing and dyeing
techniques, or reuse unwanted items to make
quirky gift wraps - this collection is packed full of
ideas for reducing waste. Other ideas include how
to make present toppers made from unwanted
fabric and yarn scraps to finish off your gift
wrapping with a flourish.
Author: Christine Leech
96 Pages

Price: € 12.50
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Love to Sew
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782217923
Packed with 60 gorgeous projects selected from
the best-selling Love to Sew series, this bumper
book will give you all the inspiration you need to
get creative, bust that stash and make wonderful
items for your home or for friends and family.
Authored by best-selling, sewing superstars such
as Debbie Shore, Alistair Macdonald and Debbie
von Grabler-Crozier to name a few, Love to Sew
offers all the expert guidance you'll need to make
useful and unique items for your home or loved
ones.
Choose from practical items such as coasters, a
wall tidy, a door stop and a tablet case, to
beautiful, decorative pillows, cosy, warm quilts and
practical, stylish bags.
Each project is clearly explained step by step, with
supporting photographs and illustrations. The book
contains all the templates needed, along with a
handy techniques section at the start to make sure
you have all the information you need to get going.
Author: Various
208 pages, in english.

Price: € 12.50
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Christmas Quilting
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781640254473
Create a quilted masterpiece that will stand the
test of time. These gorgeous projects are just what
you're looking for to add that special touch to your
home over the festive period. You'll find each of
these eight timeless patterns are irresistible to
make!
Author: Annie's Quilting
48 Pages

Price: € 11.00
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Mini Amigurumi Animals
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782219163
This charming book is full of wonderfully cute tiny
animals, such as a dog, cat, camel, monkey and
rabbit, that can be crocheted with small amounts
of yarn in your stash - all you need is a crochet
hook and some yarn. The animals can be used to
hang on keyrings, baby buggies, watches, bag
pendants, as little toy figures for a doll's house, or
whatever you like. There are 26 cute little
amigurumi animals to choose from, so there is
plenty of choice!
Author: Sarah Abbondio
48 pages

Price: € 9.95
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Punch Needle Embroidery for Beginners
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218647
Punch needle embroidery is back!
It's a simple technique inspired by rug hooking that
involves nothing more than a punch needle it's like
a normal sewing needle, but with a handle and the
eye of the needle at the stabbing end! It can be
used on any loose-weave fabric using either yarn,
fabric strips or embroidery thread/floss, and
creates a textured, raised finish that's soft to the
touch and beautiful to look at.
The easy-to-learn technique and repetitive action
makes this the perfect, mindful pursuit, and
projects from wall hangings and cushions to
children's toys, bags and purses can be worked up
quickly and easily with minimal effort.
Author Lucy Davidson's imaginative designs are
stunning, and will appeal to anyone with an eye for
clean, modern design. All the techniques you need
are described at the start of the book, with
information on how to hold the needle, how to start
and finish a thread and how to achieve a variety of
interesting textures and color combinations. There
are then 12 projects to try, all accompanied by
charts, written instructions, a full-size template
and beautiful photographs of the finished pieces.
Author: Lucy Davidson
80 Pages in English

Price: € 13.50
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20 to Crochet: Tiny Toys to Crochet
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218586
In this latest book in in the highly successful 20 to
Make series, best-selling author Sachiyo Ishii has
ventured into the world of crochet and created 20
adorable, amigurumi-style toys and animals. The
patterns are both easy and fun to make, and
suitable for crocheters of all skill levels. All the
patterns are no more than around 10cm (4in) tall,
and are made with just one size crochet hook
(3mm/UK 11 US C2).
Author: Sachiyo Ishii
48 pages

Price: € 7.50
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Sizzle Quilt
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781644030196
Make striking quilts designed by best-selling
author Becky Goldsmith. Select one of two
gorgeous colourways warm (reds, oranges, and
yellows) or cool (blues and greens) and begin your
perfect paper-pieced quilt.
Author: Becky Goldsmith
80 Pages

Price: € 22.50
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Everyday Embroidery for Modern Stitchers
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781617459320
Sew 15 edgy and fun embroidered projects. Mix
and match 50 designs on accessories and décor,
personalizing jackets and shoes. Download
embroidery patterns to print, or use the iron-on
transfers.
Author: Megan Eckman
128 Pages in English

Price: € 26.00
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Barbie Boutique
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218661
Sew Barbie this cute wardrobe of 15 stylish outfits,
not forgetting 5 amazing outfits for Ken! For
Barbie, there are outfits for shopping and
gardening as well as special occasions. Turn her
into a princess, a prom queen, a figure skater or a
kigurumi character, or dress her up in a Halloween
or rock star costume!
Barbie's stylish companion Ken can be a prince or
a sportsman. He can accompany Barbie to the
prom wearing his tuxedo, or join her on the
catwalk in his fashion outfit.
The detailed instructions are accompanied by stepby-step diagrams and real-size patterns suitable
for petite, curvy, tall or original Barbie. Using
simple techniques and either hand or machine
sewing, these fun projects are ideal for upcycling
old clothes or making use of scraps of fabric from
your stash.
Author: Annabel Benilan
96 pages, in English.

Price: € 15.50
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Year-Round Gnomes
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781640254589
Who says gnomes are just for the holiday season?
These eight mythological creatures will bring a touch
of whimsy to your home all year long. Bixley adds a
festive touch to your Christmas décor; Lorenzo &
Esme let you show your love on Valentine's Day;
Pascal is waiting patiently for Easter; Blossom is
ready to plant her flowers; Sukie hopes to scare
someone at Halloween; Carmine has raided the
pumpkin patch; and Darrell well, Darrell is just
hanging around the farmhouse all year long! All
designs are made using worsted-weight yarn and are
around 18cm tall and 10cm wide.
Author: Elisa Sartori
32 pages

Price: € 11.50
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RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Whitework
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782219217
The Royal School of Needlework teaches hand
embroidery to the highest standard, developing
techniques in new and innovative ways. Written by
RSN apprentice and tutor Lizzy Lansberry, this
book contains an extensive stitch guide, as well as
guidance on the materials and equipment you
need; how to design your own whitework
embroidery; framing up; and positioning and
transferring your design. Each stitch is clearly
illustrated with step-by-step photography, along
with expert instruction on how to form the stitch
and use it in your needlework. With an introduction
to the RSN and a brief history of whitework,
together with numerous traditional and
contemporary examples, this book provides an
essential guide to this classic form of embroidery.
Author: Lizzy Lansberry
96 Pages in English

Price: € 16.50
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20 to Knit: Dressed-up Bears
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218951
These delightful, characterful bears come with
easy-to make outfits, and projects range from a
firefighter bear, an astronaut, a judo bear, biker,
waitress and policeman! All of the projects are
accompanied by a clear, easy-to-follow pattern and
fun photography. There's also a page of basic
techniques at the start of the book, including
making up, stuffing and some simple surface
stitching.
Following on from the success of her previous
book, Twenty to Knit: Knitted Bears, this gorgeous
little knitting book by popular author Val Pierce
contains 20 irresistibly cute bears for knitters of all
abilities.
Author: Val Pierce
48 Pages

Price: € 7.50
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Paper Quilling for All Occasions
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781940552521
Quilling may look complicated, but all the basic
shapes are made using the same simple technique.
In this book, you’ll learn how to make a number of
basic shapes, and how to combine these designs to
create greeting cards, gift tags, ornaments, and
other decorative objects. Have fun making the
projects in this book or get creative and design
your own!
Author: Mire Takayama - Zakka Workshop
64 pages in French

Price: € 19.50
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Resilient Stitch
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781849946070
Following on from her textile hit, Slow Stitch,
author Claire Wellesley-Smith considers the
importance of connection and ideas around wellbeing when using textiles for individuals and
communities. The book includes practical ideas
around ‘thinking-through making’, using ‘resonant’
materials and extending the life of pieces using
traditional and non-traditional methods.
Contemporary textile artists using these themes in
their work feature alongside personal work from
Claire and examples from community-based textile
projects. The book features some of the very best
textile artists, such as esteemed American fibre
artists and the doyenne of textiles, Alice Kettle.
Author: Claire Wellesley-Smith
128 pages in French

Price: € 22.50
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Nordic Knits for Children
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218203
Norwegian knitting is loved for its combination of
practicality, texture and traditional patterning. In
this brand-new book by best-selling knitwear
designer and author Monica Russel, there are 15
Nordic-inspired clothes and accessories for
children that blend classic Scandi style with fun
and functionality!
Beginning with a crash course in essential knitting
techniques, create stylish hats, mittens, sweaters,
dresses and even a lovable bear in a distinctive
Fair Isle design. The garments are designed for
children aged 3 to 9 years, with styles ranging from
beautifully subtle and textured knits to patterned
creations with motifs inspired by classic Nordic
knitwear and the Scandinavian landscape.
There are numerous photos of the finished designs,
clear written instructions, and every knitted item
with colourwork includes a chart with
corresponding written instructions.
Whether you're knitting for a special occasion, a
holiday, or for day-to-day wear, these are fuss-free
patterns that will have you knitting, classic-mod
makes for your little one all year round.
Author: Monica Russel
128 Pages

Price: € 16.50
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Making Felt Hats
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218265
A stunning felt hat is the perfect accessory for any
occasion from an everyday addition to your winter
wardrobe to a head-turning statement piece for a
special occasion. In this practical and informative
guide, expert milliner Bobbi Heath shows you how
to make felt hats in six different styles to perfectly
complement any outfit, including a fabulous floppy
hat, cloche, bucket, pill box, cap and button.
Bobbi starts with the basics of how to measure
your head, then talks you through the secrets of
stiffening the felt, using steam to mould your
fabric, and blocking. Learn invaluable stitching and
edging techniques, then have fun experimenting
with trimmings to make your hat unique.
With a foreword by Dillion Wallwork, a London hat
designer and prominent milliner for over 30 years,
this practical book will appeal to all hat lovers and
anyone looking for an easy introduction to the art
of millinery.
Author: Bobbi Heath
80 pages

Price: € 12.50
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The Art of Embroidered Butterflies
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782219736
In this gorgeous book, Jane E. Hall combines her
love of butterflies with her outstanding talent as a
textile artist to produce three-dimensional
renditions of exquisitely worked butterflies that are
almost indistinguishable from the real thing. Using
the finest of silk threads and needles, Jane lovingly
creates her butterflies using the tiniest of stitches
worked on to silk. The butterflies are then placed
within a setting of silk leaves and flowers, all made
with the same painstaking attention to detail and
expert skill as the butterflies themselves.
There is a fascinating introduction to butterflies in
nature, reflecting Jane's love and admiration for
these exquisite creatures. This is followed by
twelve studies, including the Painted Lady, Small
Tortoiseshell and the Brimstone, each presented as
a finished piece along with the materials used to
create them, and the photographs, swatches,
drawings and paintings that inspired them. One of
the most striking features of this book is the
amazing photography of Jane's work, including
detailed close-ups. This, together with Jane's poetic
and inspiring text, make this a book that anyone
who is a nature lover, embroiderer, textile artist or
simply a lover of beautiful books will want to own.
Author: Jane E. Hall
128 Pages in English

Price: € 16.50
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Pulled Thread Embroidery
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218432
Also known as 'counted thread openwork' or
'drawn fabric embroidery', this beautiful whitework
technique is achieved by simply pulling on the
threads of the fabric, without cutting or drawing
them. It is worked on loosely woven fabrics using a
fine tapestry needle, and involves accurately
counting the threads to create intricate, geometric
designs.
Pulled thread embroidery is well suited o modernday decorative use, either on its own or combined
with other techniques such as hand embroidery,
patchwork and quilting. Create gorgeous, delicate
edgings for table linen, or beautifully simple yet
intricate designs for cushion covers, lampshades or
purses. With clear instructions, stitch diagrams,
charts and photographs for over 140 stunning
designs, plus inspiring photographs of finished
pieces, this book is an invaluable resource for
anyone interested in this exquisite form of
openwork embroidery.
Author: Marie-Hélène Jeanneau
144 Pages in English

Price: € 21.50
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Rag Rugs, Pillows, and more
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781800650213
Elspeth Jackson reinvents the traditional craft of
rag rugging to create contemporary and
sustainable homeware items from leftover fabrics.
You’ll be amazed at how simple and enjoyable it is
to upcycle old and well-loved garments into
beautiful rugs, cushions, artworks, bags and other
gifts, using just a few basic tools and some simple
techniques. The book is arranged into three
chapters: Home includes a selection of projects for
fun and easy rugs in a range of colors and styles,
as well as a shaggy pillow, draught excluder, wall
hanging and chalkboard frame. Gifts has wonderful
ideas for unique items that you can make for
friends and family, from a clutch bag to flower hair
clips and even a brooch. Finally, Seasonal will
inspire you to turn your strips of fabric into
decorations and gifts to use at certain times of the
year, from a rag-rugged heart for Valentine’s Day,
to an unusual spring wreath and some gorgeous
Christmas baubles. With lavish color photographs
and clear, step-by-step instructions and artworks,
crafters of all ages will enjoy making these
projects. A comprehensive section at the start of
the book covers everything you need to know
about which fabrics to choose, what tools you will
need and the essential techniques, allowing you to
discover how to update this traditional craft with
endless possibilities of color and fabric
combinations.
Author: Elspeth Jackson
128 Pages in English

Price: € 15.50
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Sewing Stashbusters
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781800650077
It's a perennial problem for crafters: you have a
little fabric left over from a major project, too much
to throw it away and not enough for another big
make. Sewing Stashbusters has the eco-friendly
answer, 25 projects specially chosen to use up the
odd metre or less of fabric, so you'll have a clear
stash drawer and a clear conscience. To keep you
organized while you craft, there are pincushions,
knitting bags, and a knitting needle roll. For when
you are out and about, you might want to make
yourself some garden bunting, or a patchwork coat
for your dog. For your wardrobe, make a pretty tieon collar with buttons from your store, or sew-on
patches for your denim. And at home you can
make a cat-shaped doorstop or a dachshund draft
excluder. Pockets, pouches and purses can be
made in contrasting pieces of fabric, while puffs
and rosettes will use up even the smallest pieces in
your stash.
Author: Kate Haxell
96 pages, in english.

Price: € 12.50
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Half Yard Summer Collection
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782219286
Discover 40 stylish summer designs specially
chosen by Debbie from her much-loved Half Yard
series, including 5 brand-new projects for you to
sink your needles into.
Whether you're preparing for a holiday, trying to
keep the little ones occupied or planning a summer
party, you'll find a gorgeous collection of items to
make: from picnic and party sets, kid crafts and
home décor to casual and evening bags and a
handy passport wallet.
Each item requires no more than half a yard of
outer fabric, plus all the necessary hardware,
trimmings and lining. As always, every project
features Debbie's friendly, easy-to-follow
instructions and a beautiful photograph of the
finished make.
Author: Debbie Shore
176 pages, in english.

Price: € 18.00
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Embroiderers’ Guild Transfers Collection
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782217206
An important though largely forgotten part of the
Embroiderers’ Guild legacy is the huge collection
of hot-iron transfers dating back to the early 20th
century that were created by members of the
Guild. They fell out of favour in the 1960s and the
Guild stopped producing them. Many transfers
were stored away and haven’t been seen since
those times; others were simply thrown away.
Recently rediscovered and made available for the
first time in over half a century, this unique
collection includes 90 original designs ranging from
the early to mid-twentieth century.
This treasure trove of design inspiration is
presented in two separate books enclosed in a
hardback folder. The Reusable Iron-on Transfers
book includes 90 designs that you can cut out and
store in the pocket inside the folder after use. This
is accompanied by a handy Stitching Guide that
includes 26 beautifully worked examples to inspire
your colour, thread and stitch choices, as well as
information on tools and materials, using an
embroidery hoop, and 18 embroidery stitch
diagrams.
Author: Annette Collinge
144 Pages in English

Price: € 32.00
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Lullaby Knits
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781911670018
This beautiful book of functional, stylish designs for
baby boys and girls contains over 20 unique
knitting patterns for sweaters, cardigans, vests,
dresses, blankets, bootees as well as a cosy wrap
for mum or dad.
Combining true comfort with contemporary design,
in a world where time is precious and clothes are
often mass-produced, Danish knitwear designer
Vibe Ulrik Sondergaard has produced a delightful
range of garments that are worth investing time
into.
Many of the designs focus on texture and shape in
solid colors, and all aim to be comfortable for
babies. Beautiful stitches, quirky details, classic
shapes and lush yarns are combined to inspire
others to create their own unique garments and
accessories.
Author: Vibe Ulrik Sondergaard
144 pages, in english.
Collins & Brown ™

Price: € 16.50
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Frisian Whitework
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781800920248
From Friesland in the Netherlands, this is a style of
counted embroidery dating from the 1600s. It was
traditionally used on men’s shirt collars, household
linen, and samplers.
Whitework is usually stitched in white thread on
white fabric and most Frisian whitework is worked
this way. However, this technique can also have
touches of colour, and some samplers are worked
entirely in coloured thread. Alphabets, figurative
motifs and geometric shapes are common, and
they are interpreted in a wide variety of stitches,
such as satin stitch, eyelets, whipped back stitch,
and chain stitch; some also with cutwork and
drawn thread work.
Explore how Frisian whitework featured on clothing
and other textiles, and study the many
photographs featuring historical examples. Yvette
guides you though the stitches and techniques of
Frisian whitework with clear step-by-step
instructions and detailed diagrams, ensuring you'll
have the confidence and skills to master ten
original projects, from small through to large, with
a range of useful and beautiful applications.
Author: Yvette Stanton
168 Pages in English

Price: € 22.50
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Big Stitch Quilting
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218210
Big stitches sewn by hand lend an irresistibly
tactile quality and visual style to quilts and other
items, as well as being meditative and relaxing to
sew. Each of the 20 stylish projects in this book is
quilted using a range of big stitches, inspired by
Boro, Kantha and Sashiko-style stitching.
Each project is shown step by step, with
illustrations and photographs throughout to make
the process simple to follow. Learn how to create
nine gorgeous quilts as well as 11 gift projects,
which include wrapping cloths, a Japanese knot
bag, a pillow cover and coasters.
There is a comprehensive techniques section at
the start of the book that explores the kinds of
materials and fabrics best suited to big stitch
quilting, the stitches and methods used, and how
to assemble and finish your quilts. This book is an
invaluable resource for anyone interested in this
stunning form of hand quilting.
Author: Carolyn Forster
144 Pages

Price: € 19.50
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Sashiko Stencils, Traditional Collection
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781644030936
Delve into the world of traditional Japanese art with
these handy stencils that will give you the confidence
to start each sashiko project with accuracy and ease.
Includes nine embroidery designs and three durable
plastic stencils.
Author: Sylvia Pippen

Price: € 26.50
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The Block Collection
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782219873
Enter a stitching world of new shapes and new
possibilities with over 150 unique knitted and
crocheted block shapes, beautifully presented in a
tempting directory of different shapes, motifs and
textures. Create stunning blankets, afghans and
throws with these flexible blocks, and discover
pretty little joining blocks and edging ideas.
Choose from simple hearts and flowers to swirls,
shells, snowflakes and much more. Heather
Lodinsky's geometric, circular and irregular shapes
come with a mix-and-match suggestion for how the
block shapes might be combined. There are
patterns and charts at the back of the book and
practical advice on planning and executing your
own designs.
With clear, easy-to-follow instructions and
diagrams, and functional ideas incorporating the
blocks in scarves, bags and afghans, have fun
exploring the many design possibilities in the
projects section.
Author: Heather Lodinsky
144 Pages

Price: € 17.50
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Stitch 50 Cats
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781446308547
Featuring the most popular and distinctive breeds
including long-haired, short-haired, hairless and
even big cats each pussycat pattern comes with
step-by-step instructions and full-size templates,
making them purrrfect for all abilities. The finished
little kitties would make cute brooches, bag charms
and home accessories, or can even be scaled up to
make bigger plushes, all of which will make your
cat-loving friends have kittens!
Pattern, color and shape are key in differentiating
each breed, so capturing these details in felt was
important. Luckily, there are so many different
colors of felt available, including fur-like mottled
effects. Felt's non-fraying, double sided, robust
qualities make it easy to create all the little details
that make each cat breed so unique and instantly
recognizable. She has also used small amounts of
wool curls and roving to add texture for truly
strokable results.
Each cat pattern can be traced straight from the
page (or enlarged if you want to sew a larger
plush), and simple instructions mean that even
beginners can get started. And because all the cats
are sewn by hand, you don't need a sewing
machine.
Whether you choose to sew just your own
favorites, or make cats for the other crazy cat
people in your life, this book will provide hours of
fun and inspiration.
Author: Alison J Reid
128 pages, in english.

Price: € 19.50
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Beautiful Botanical Embroidery
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781800920279
Celebrate the beauty of botanical embroidery with
this collection of 30 stunning projects designed by
renowned Japanese embroidery artist, Alice
Makabe. As embroidery continues to grow as a
contemporary craft of choice, discover the beauty
of botanical embroidery with this collection of 30
exquisite motifs and projects inspired by flowers,
fruit, foliage and other natural forms. Stitch your
way through an assortment of elegant designs
organized by color, from pinks and subtle yellows
to lush greens and moody blues. Learn how to use
specific embroidery stitches to replicate the
textures and shapes of flowers, leaves and stems.
The book includes full-size, easy-to-follow
templates and a useful embroidery stitch guide. As
well as the beautiful embroidery motifs, there are
also project instructions for creating gorgeous
bags, aprons, pillow covers, pincushions, pouches
and more.
Author: Alice Makabe
112 Pages in English

Price: € 19.50
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Inspired Cross-Stitch
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9780811739504
The 30 cross-stitch designs in Gail Bussi’s
signature chalk art, hand-lettering style, are easy
enough for beginners and will encourage mindful,
relaxing stitching. The patterns are divided into the
sections Inspire, Create, and Connect, and will give
you positive thoughts for many occasions. Finished
pieces are perfect for sharing your hopes and
wishes for others, or to keep to remind yourself of
your personal aspirations. As you stitch the
meaningful sayings, let the words as well as the
simple movements inspire you.
Ready to stitch your own favorite mantra? Use the
provided alphabets to design your own pieces.
Finish your designs as small pillows, hangings,
framed wall art, book covers, or however you
envision. Each project includes chart, finished
photo, materials list, and full instructions.
Author: Gail Bussi
104 Pages in English
© Stackpole Books

Price: € 23.50
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The Eco-Christmas Craft Book
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782219729
If you love Christmas, you'll love this book! It's the
perfect antidote to the traditional tinsel and glitter
that shed harmful microplastics, polluting our
oceans and waterways.
The Eco-Christmas Craft Book is filled with lots of
ideas to create your own stylishly beautiful, ecofriendly Christmas.
All you need to do is save up some recyclable or
foraged items such as cardboard, newspaper, wine
bottle corks, twigs and pine cones. You can choose
your own color scheme to match your home and,
because the materials are recyclable, you could
make new ones every year!
Including all the things that make Christmas
special, such as tree decorations, advent items,
Christmas cards, table decorations, wreaths and
many more, there are 30 fabulous projects to
make, and ideas for many more. So start collecting
and learn how to make gorgeous, professionallooking decorations cheaply, without harming the
planet.
Author: Marrianne Miall
144 Pages

Price: € 18.50
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Knitted Animal Hats
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781800650312
Everyone loves wearing something featuring their
favorite animal, and there are 35 designs to choose
from here. Hats for tiny babies include Buzzy Bee,
Tweet the Robin or Rudy the Rabbit. For bigger
kids make something to keep them cozy, from
Blizzard the Reindeer (complete with bright red
nose) to Otto the Octopus. Most of the hats can be
made in a range of sizes and many of them come
with matching accessories, such as boot toppers,
wrist warmers and baby bootees. Each hat has
easy-to-follow instructions and uses the simplest of
stitches, with clear step-by-step illustrations and
photographs to help with the all-important
features, making this ideal for beginner knitters as
well as more experienced ones. With essential yarn
information as well as a helpful techniques section,
you’ll be ready to start knitting gorgeous animal
hats in no time.
Author: Fiona Goble
112 pages, in English.
© Cico Books

Price: € 18.50
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Willing Hands 2
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9780648767039
Following on from the international success of
Betsy’s first book launched in 2019, Willing Hands
continues, with the release of a second title
featuring ten new projects.
Worked in counted thread techniques using handdyed silk threads, Betsy’s stunning work boxes and
accessories are embellished with exquisite motifs
creating a rich tapestry illustrating her life stories
and experiences.
Ten beautiful cases and 24 coordinating
accessories, each with color charts to guide every
stitch. Detailed instructions are provided for every
step from stitching to construction.
Author: Betsy Morgan
168 Pages in English
Inspirations Studios

Price: € 35.00
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The Knitter’s Stitch Collection
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782219880
An invaluable resource of original stitch patterns,
this collection is suitable for newcomers, designers
and knitters of all abilities. Instead of being merely
a round-up of familiar stitches, this is a visual feast
of new material put together by expert authordesigners Lesley Stanfield and Melody Griffiths,
with a wide experience of hand knitting. It is a
must-have addition to existing reference books on
the subject.
The stitches are organized into knit and purl,
textures and ribs, twist stitches, cables, lace,
bobbles and bells, color and intarsia designs, and
unusual techniques including rarities like entrelac,
double-sided fabric and mosaic effects. Clear and
simple charts are provided with each pattern
throughout the book.
Authors: Lesley Stanfield & Melody Griffiths
208 Pages

Price: € 16.00
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Needlepainted Plants and Pollinators
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218609
Many people think of bees as being the only
pollinators but, in fact, a wide variety of insects
help with the pollination of plants, including
butterflies, moths, wasps and beetles all of which
make wonderful subjects for embroidery. Starting
with key stitches and techniques, this inspiring and
practical book contains nine step-by-step
embroidery projects. Choose from nine key plant
and pollinator combinations including the dogrose
and greenbottle fly, ox-eye daisy and hoverfly, and
fennel and seven-spot ladybird. Each stunning
project contains fascinating entomological insights
about each pollinator and its plant, verified by the
experts at the charity Buglife. With a foreword
written by TV naturalist Iolo Williams, and a
comprehensive design and stitch guide, this
gorgeous and informative book will inspire you to
observe and capture the beauty of these vital
ecosystems.
The book will suit people with some previous
embroidery knowledge, or ambitious beginners.
Author: Victoria Matthewson
144 Pages in English

Price: € 24.50
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Embroidery for Everyone
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9780760372234
This beginner-friendly guide comes with over 50
embroidery patterns so you can put your new skills
to work. Embroidery for Everyone combines the
patterns from three previously successful kits Sew
Cute, Sew Boho and Beautiful Nature with all-new
seasonal patterns such as snowflakes and
snowmen, autumn leaves, a Thanksgiving turkey,
and colorful Easter eggs and bunnies. From
delicate trims and borders to embellish clothing
and household textiles to nature, folk art, and
seasonal images, there is something for everyone!
Author: Kelly Fletcher
128 Pages in English

Price: € 16.00
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The Mending Directory
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781800920361
Through her beautiful stitch designs, Erin shows
you how to hand stitch or darn your clothes and
other fabric items to mend them, rather than
discard them.
The patterns are organized by skill level, from
beginner to expert, and each project includes a
photo of the completed, stitched pattern, as well as
step-by-step diagrams showing how to recreate the
design.
Comprising over 50 hand-stitched mending
patterns, you can give worn clothes a new lease of
life by using these beautiful designs to repair your
clothes and other fabric items.
Author: Erin Eggenburg
144 pages, in english.

Price: € 19.90
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Harry Potter Knitting Magic 2
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781911682462
The exciting follow-up to the best-selling Harry
Potter Knitting Magic, this volume offers 28 new
and official patterns for knits ranging from
spellbinding stuffed toys to cozy Hogwarts house
apparel and all-new costume replicas including
bewitching projects inspired by the Fantastic
Beasts films!
Discover even more knitting magic with a brandnew collection of patterns inspired by the
characters, creatures and artefacts of the
wizarding world, all pictured in gorgeous color
photography.
Knit yourself a mini sock garland that spells ‘Dobby
Is Free’. Support your favourite team with a
Hogwarts Quidditch Pullover. Channel the elegance
of Professor McGonagall with the stunning Vera
Verto Cape. Travel beyond Hogwarts to 1920s New
York with projects inspired by the Fantastic Beasts
films, including a gorgeous colourwork scarf
inspired by Newt’s case, a mischievous stuffed
Niffler and a sparkling Gigglewater Shawl.
Author: Tanis Gray
208 pages, in english.
Pavilion - BB Hardback

Price: € 28.50
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Bargello
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781787137257
Master the colorful bargello stitch with 17 projects
and learn how to incorporate it into your home.
Starting with the basics, Nerrisa Pratt introduces
you to this iconic stitch, explores its historical roots
and shows you how to grow in confidence so you
can build up to creating your own designs. From
cushions and lampshades to plant pot covers and
bags, this craft is extremely versatile and can add
instant color and texture to any interior thanks to
its graphic style.
Author: Nerrisa Pratt
144 Pages
Quadrille Publishing

Price: € 18.50
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Goldwork and Silk Shading Inspired by Nature
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782216414
This inspiring, practical guide to goldwork and silk
shading is packed with both traditional and
innovative techniques, six samplers and 24
stunning projects.
Learn how to create exquisite works using either
goldwork or silk shading, and then learn how to
combine the two disciplines for visually stunning
results. Learn to select the threads, materials and
equipment required; plan out the order of your
work; transfer your design to fabric; frame up your
fabric; and discover inspiring stitch techniques to
achieve the results you want.
Using nature as inspiration, develop a glittering
range of exquisitely worked flowers, fungi, trees,
bats and dragonflies, with each piece accompanied
by detailed instructions and essential top tips. The
book features original designs throughout, and you
will be encouraged to extend your skills to create
your own beautiful embroideries, helped by
exercises, projects, diagrams, full-size templates
and stunning photographs.
This book is an invaluable practical starting point
for anyone wishing to learn about the art of
goldwork and silk shading, and an excellent
reference for all those already familiar with these
popular techniques.
Author: Hazel Everett
192 Pages in English

Price: € 24.50
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The Very Easy Guide to Cable Knitting
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782219842
This very easy guide opens up the wonderful world
of twisted stitches to knitters of any ability, even
complete beginners. It is an indispensable
introduction to all kinds of stitches, from simple
mock cables to intricate bobble-textured plaits, for
both cable panels, accents, and all-over repeats.
Learn the basic techniques and practise the
stitches with clear instructions and step-by step
photos then use your skills to make 13 specially
designed projects, from giant-cable throws that
stitch up quickly on large needles, to snuggly hats
and scarves and more adventurous accessories
and home comforts. Each stitch pattern is featured
in both written and chart form so you can get used
to using either method when working from other
commercial patterns. So whether you’re a knitting
novice or a dab hand, cables have never been
easier to make.
Author: Lynne Watterson
144 Pages

Price: € 16.50
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Amigurumi Farmyard
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781800920118
Crochet everything you need to make your very
own mini farm! There are cute and quirky animals
to make, including a friendly cow, a happy pony, a
pig, a sheep and a naughty goat, plus a barn and
fences, grass and food for the animals, a
wheelbarrow, milk churns, hay bales and much
more. All 26 projects are quick and easy to make,
and for those who are just learning to crochet, all
the materials and techniques are explained at the
start of the book. Replace the beads with stitched
eyes and leave out the stiffening wire in the legs,
and children will have as much fun playing with
this woolly farmyard as you’ll have making it!
Author: Josefine Bjørn Knudsen
48 Pages in English

Price: € 9.95
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Knitted Socks from Finland
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782219835
Niina Laitinen is one of the most popular knitting
designers in Scandinavia. This stunning collection
of sock designs is inspired by the four seasons.
Each of the 20 gorgeous patterns is accompanied
by a beautiful description of the Finnish
countryside that evokes the spirit of the Nordic
seasons. The designs feature elements of nature in
the shape of leaf patterns and beautiful lace and
cable textures, to gorgeous colourwork featuring a
geisha, a butterfly and heart patterns. They are
knitted with the changing moods of the seasons in
mind and include lightweight ankle-length designs
for spring and summer, and heavier knee-length
patterns for the colder winter weather. All the
patterns have detailed charts to follow and range
in difficulty from easy to more complex designs
suitable for more advanced knitters.
Author: Niina Laitinen
176 Pages in English

Price: € 18.70
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The Very Easy Guide to Lace Knitting
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782219859
This easy-to-follow course in lace knitting will
transform the complete beginner into an
accomplished expert. Progress from simple eyelet
lace to openwork stitching and intricate edgings as
you develop the skill and confidence to create
beautiful pieces of lace filigree. With step-by-step
tuition and a preliminary section explaining all the
essentials yarn, needles, tension, techniques and
how to read knitting charts this guide could not be
more accessible. All of the stitch swatches are
clearly photographed and each stitch is provided in
both written and chart form, so even novices can
start right away. There are also 13 lovely projects
to practise your newly acquired skills, including a
baby blanket and slippers, an evening bag, a shrug
and a jewellery purse. Each stitch pattern is
illustrated in both fine and thicker yarns, so you
can choose the look of the finished item. The Very
Easy Guide to Lace Knitting will give you the skills
and the inspiration to get started. This is a reissue
of the previously best-selling published book The
Very Easy Guide to Lace Knitting
(9781844486519).
Author: Lynne Watterson
144 Pages in English

Price: € 16.75
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Furoshiki - The Japanese art of wrapping with fabric
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781800920262
Furoshiki is a traditional Japanese wrapping cloth,
and is used to wrap gifts and create bags for
carrying things more easily.
Once you have learned the basic methods of tying
and folding, you can tie furoshiki in different ways
to suit the size and shape of the contents within.
There is no sewing involved and, using just a
square of fabric, Aurélie Le Marec shows you how
to wrap all kinds of items from books to guitars and
laptops to wine bottles. You can adapt furoshiki to
suit items of all shapes and sizes and, with more
than 50 furoshiki folds explained with step-by-step
illustrations and clear instructions, you can help to
reduce waste by making furoshiki part of your
everyday life!
Author: Aurélie Le Marec
112 Pages in English

Price: € 16.50
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Quick and Easy Knits
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781800920934
This fabulous book brings together 100 of the best
knitting projects from the best-selling Twenty to
Make series. With contributions from top knitting
designers and best-selling authors, these fun
designs are quick and easy to make, and include
stylish hats, headbands, wrist warmers and
scarves, cute baby booties, flowers, fruit, mug
hugs, phone socks, teddies and festive
decorations. Whether you are on a budget and
want to make a quick and quirky gift for a friend,
or wish to indulge in a special treat for yourself,
you will discover a treasure trove of ideas within
this book that you simply won’t be able to resist
knitting.
Projects have been taken from the Twenty to Make
series
This is a reissue of the previously best-selling
published book Quick and Easy Knits
(9781782218029).
Author: Search Press Studio
240 Pages in English

Price: € 12.50
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Quick and Easy Crochet
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781800920927
This gorgeous book brings together 100 of the top
crochet projects from the best-selling Twenty to
Make series. With contributions from five top
crochet designers and best-selling authors, these
fabulous designs are quick and easy to make, and
include stylish purses and hats, cute teddy bears,
flowers, hearts and festive decorations. Whether
you are on a budget and want to make a quick and
quirky gift for a friend, or wish to indulge in a
special treat for yourself, you will discover a
treasure trove of ideas within this book that you
simply won’t be able to resist.
Projects have been taken from the Twenty to Make
series
This is a reissue of the previously best-selling
published book Quick and Easy Crochet
(9781782218036).
Author: Search Press Studio
240 Pages in English

Price: € 12.50
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Knitted Wild Animal Friends
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781446309087
Go wild with this brand new collection of adorable
knitted wild animal toys and their clothes and
accessories by best-selling author Louise Crowther.
After the success of Knitted Animal Friends, Louise
has created knitting patterns for 12 new, wild
animals in their own wonderful wardrobes. This
collection includes a zebra in dungarees, an
elephant in a tutu, a lion in jeans, a tiger in a party
dress, a chimpanzee in a rainbow cardigan, a sloth
in pyjamas (of course!), a koala in a furry gilet, a
bear in a Fair Isle sweater, a hippo in overalls, a
panda in a duffle coat, a giraffe in a pinafore and a
rhinoceros in a day dress all with their own distinct
personal style!
Louise's attention to detail means that every outfit
fits perfectly and you will enjoy creating all of the
details that make each one so distinctive. There
are instructions for how to construct the animal
dolls and outfits as well as step-by-step
photography for all of the techniques for making
up the animals. Louise also explains how to follow
charts for the colour work details in the outfits, as
well as step-by-step tutorials for any special
stitches.
The animal dolls have the same basic body shape
and size so that all of the outfits are
interchangeable (they also work for the dolls in
Knitted Animal Friends too), so you can mix and
match your favourites. Or you can just make the
animals!
There are so many possibilities for animal and
outfit changes to make the perfect doll, there's
something for everyone.
Author: Louise Crowther
128 Pages in English

Price: € 19.95
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100+ Cross Stitch Patterns to Mix and Match
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9780811770286
From flowers to cottages, birds and bees to holiday
and sampler-style motifs, 100+ Cross Stitch
Patterns to Mix and Match is bursting with exciting
cross stitch designs to make!
The motifs and alphabets are designed to
coordinate, and with more than 100 motif and
border patterns, the fun is in choosing how to put
them together into your own unique designs. It’s
easy to combine them (Jane teaches you how), and
you’ll be ready to make a special stitched piece for
any occasion. The 21 unique cross stitch alphabets
bring just the right personal touch to your
sentiments. Beautiful borders add professional
polish.
Each motif is presented in chart form with a colour
key for ease of reference and a finished, worked
example to show how the pattern should look when
complete. If you are new to cross stitch or to
designing, an introduction to the craft covers all of
the tools and equipment needed and demonstrates
basic cross stitch techniques from start to finish, in
addition to giving instructions on how to graph and
use your designs.
Based on a simple grid and one basic stitch, cross
stitch is easy to learn and master, so get started
mixing and matching these beautiful designs into
your one-of-a-kind creations!
Author: Jane Greenoff
144 Pages in English - Stackpole Books

Price: € 23.50
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Free Motion Embroidery
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781800920484
This revised and updated title is drawn from Katie
Essam's successful Layered and Stitched Pictures
in The Textile Artist series.
Incorporating a new bonus project, this book
showcases Katie's free machine embroidery
techniques. Her fresh, modern style uses a unique
combinations of traditional techniques, and in this
book she shows how to create stunning textile art
inspired by the beauty in everyday objects.
With eight projects and lots of finished artworks to
spark creativity, this book teaches the reader how
to draw inspiration from the animals, birds,
gardens, beach huts and scenes that surround us
all; and use that inspiration as fuel to create
gorgeous stitched pictures.
Author: Katie Essam
128 Pages in English

Price: € 16.50
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Cross Stitch Alphabets
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782219651
Accomplished cross stitch designer Hélène Le
Berre brings you 14 stunningly beautiful alphabets
to embroider.
All of the alphabet designs are inspired by natural
themes, including birds, animals and flowers.
There are comprehensive instructions and stitch
charts for each one, plus ideas are provided on
how to use the motifs to decorate projects such as
a make-up bag, an apron and a tote bag. All of the
essential techniques are given at the back of the
book, making this delightful collection of
embroidered motifs a must-have for beginners as
well as more experienced stitchers.
Author: Hélène Le Berre
96 Pages in English

Price: € 12.50
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Sarah Payne’s Appliqué School
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782219378
In this fun and practical introduction to hand and
machine appliqué, well-known TV personality Sarah
Payne leads you through a series of techniques to
build up your skills.
Each chapter includes a number of different-sized
step-by-step projects, including a height chart, pet
feeding mat, quilt, cushions, baby play mat, bags,
wall art and placemats. Sarah discusses both handsewn and machine-sewn appliqué, as well as rawedged and turned-edge appliqué. She also includes
information on feature stitching, using paper
templates, layering, quilting and binding. There are
templates to trace supplied for the projects.
Jam-packed with information and colourful projects,
jump in and start learning all things appliqué. Put
your skills into practice and at the same time
create beautiful projects to keep or give as gifts.
Author: Sarah Payne
144 Pages in English

Price: € 16.50
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Decorative Needle Felting Projects
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781399000307
Needle felting is the simple process of
transforming wool into 3D objects using a barbed
needle. It’s a fun craft that is easy to learn and
gets amazing results. With just a few basic tools
and simple step-by-step instructions, you'll be on
your way to making your own adorable felted
creations.
By following the basic method, many of the
patterns can be re-sized and adapted with the
addition of techniques such as darning, patching
and stitching. All projects are designed to appeal to
a broad base of crafters who will enjoy the added
mixed media interest, with step-by-step photos
ensuring the patterns are easy to follow, even for
complete beginners.
The projects range from the quick and easy, such
as small Easter Egg Dangles, to the more complex,
such as a Winter Gingerbread Village. Wearable
designs include an Autumn Fox Bangle and a
Midsummer Rose Corsage. This new and
innovative approach to needle felting widens the
creative possibilities beyond the core 20 patterns
so the maker can choose to flex their creative
wings and discover new approaches to the craft.
Author: Gretel Parker
© White Owl Books
112 Pages in English

Price: € 19.25
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Quick Crochet for Kitchen and Home
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9780811771108
Add a pop of colour and style to your home with
these quick crochet pieces!
Bringing new textures and colours into your home
décor can make all the difference, and with these
pieces you can make a whole selection of items for
seasonal changes or just to suit your mood.
Crochet colourful dishcloths, trivets, and
potholders for the kitchen; a beautiful runner, plant
hanger, and place mats for your dining room; and
a basket, rug, and more for any room in your
house. All of the patterns in this book work up in
just a few hours, and are perfect for crocheting on
the go. With just a hook and yarn in colours you
love, you can brighten up every room in your
house!
Author: Salena Baca with Danyel Pink & Emily
Truman
144 Pages in English - Stackpole Books

Price: € 10.00
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Amigurumi Dolls
da: Search Press
Modello: LIBDC-9781782218593
Have fun with the Japanese art of amigurumi and
crochet 40 fabulous dolls in a variety of outfits.
Choose from firefighters, knights, police officers
and baseball players, or maybe you'd prefer to
make a cute doll dressed as a bumblebee, bunny
rabbit, angel or princess, or celebrate some
traditional folk costumes from around the world.
Whether you are making a unique gift to mark a
birthday, wedding, Christmas or Easter, or a
special reward for passing an exam or joining a
sports team, there will be a doll in this collection
that will be the perfect fit.
Each project is based on one of three basic doll
designs ranging from approximately 8-13 cm (3-5
inches) tall. These basic patterns are presented at
the start of the book, along with information on
how to sew up your dolls, stuff them, and add their
facial features and hairstyles. Only a few basic
crochet stitches are needed, and these delightful
dolls are perfect for using up scraps of yarn from
your stash.
Author: Sachiyo Ishii
128 Pages in English

Price: € 14.25
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